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The Total Artist. Arts Of Stage And Music
Ana Carvalho

unveiling of an interior world. In the
case of cinema, it is given by its
context, the space, the darkness and
the surrounding sound to provoke a
focus on the audience’s experience.
Conversely, the immersion perceived
in The Brain Soundtracktakes several
directions, the most important being
the performative moment. The
technological apparatus is here less
relevant in causing this experience,
which focuses mainly on the
imaginative richness of the content.

The Brain Soundtrack is a body of
work, in development since its
beginning in 2002. It is a trilogy of
projects that its author, the
Portuguese artist Ye77a (stage name),
defines as “the soundtrack of my life”.
The first project of the trilogy is called
4Play and the second one is Back &
Forward. The third is still in its early
conceptual phase. From the point of
view of the audience, one is invited to
immerse into a personal universe
through sound, movement, light and
image, into the illusion of an
immersive experience, in some ways
similar to the one of ”reading a book
or going to the cinema”.

The work is visually and dramatically
colourful with a fictional narrative
revolving around the actions of two
characters: Ruby and Shadowman.
Scenarios and props are exuberant
and surrealistic because “[they]
subvert[s] reality as a basis for a very
personal world to be expressed”.

In the case of a book this illusion of
immersion is achieved by connecting
the vocabulary of the written
language with the meanings
suggested to the reader, causing the
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Danyella’s motivation for creating this
long term, complex body of words
comes from a necessity to understand
herself through art practice. Her
practice is interesting to investigate as
it transcends the standard methods of
creation and making implicit in live
audiovisual performance.
In my writings I maintain a strong
curiosity in exploring the multiplicity
of connections within audiovisual
practices. This text stems form a
conversation with the artist and
explores the complex relationships
unfolding within the production of a
long term solo project as a process of
intimate reflection, where the role of
the performance and the role of
documentation have a specific
significance.

In this sense, The Brain Soundtrack (in
both projects so far: 4Play and
Backward and Forward) develops the
multi-sensorial as a way to cause the
illusion of immersion to encompass
multi-skilled and multi-media
conventions. Danyella’s way of
producing is as a solo maker. In a
context that welcomes collective
creative making, and joint exploration
of the possibilities of human
knowledge – beyond Wagner’s ideas –
she belongs to no school and does not
consider herself as a professional.

The total work of art, as the composer
Richard Wagnerenvisioned it,
describes the connection of several
artistic practices in order to produce
multisensory experiences. Our
contemporary practices are already
expanding past Wagner’s ideas, either
through the possibilities of the

Creating is a way to discover her own
individuality, her personal rhythm, to
further explore new skills and “a way
to put all talents at use”. A symbiotic
connection is established between
the artist and her production. This
connection is neither conceptual nor
technological, but holistic. This
implies a process “without obligations
to make or to show”. This making
encompasses scenarios, wardrobe,
lights, music, make-up, set-props,
sound and video capturing and

technological apparatus as well as
through a changing perspective on
what is art and what the audiences
expect in terms of its fruition.
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editing, etc. Everything is turned into

for the audience, a mediated event (as
is the book or the film) and without
the audience it would be, for the
artist, (perhaps) a rehearsal. Both
artist and audience are required, in
their more or less strict roles, to
participate in the performative event.
Through their presence,
“materialization implies sharing”. The
materialization as momentarily fixed
point, which is not the same as an
object, “is a way to communicate a
message”.

a vehicle of a message: for example,
“the clothes have a specific meaning”.
Through clothing, the body, a moving
sculpture, is transformed into a
message. Both the light on the stage
and the light of the videos, closely
related to the scenario and the setprops, are interpreted as one
compositional element,
simultaneously an object, light in
movement and means to reveal what
is hidden in darkness. This ongoing
learning-being-doing process is close
to devotion, close to creating as a
spiritual contemplation. It is a way to
understand “what is going on here
inside”.

An example is the unique expressive
language of Pina Bausch, which is
purely body expression and not
verbalization. “There is no story in the
way she expresses the particular
sensibility of a woman and the fragile
reaction of a man.” In the same way,
the message transmitted by The Brain
Soundtrack requires intuitive ways to
be expressed that cannot be either
written or spoken words. It
encapsulates an “ideal and a feeling of
happiness” and can only be expressed
through a particular vocabulary
created and developed by the artist
(her own vocabulary): “the more
abstract (less language), more
expressive (through metaphor)”.

Performance frames the artistic action
in the moment, the now, as an
element belonging to the category of
things that cannot be repeated. The
moment is a unique experience for
both the performers and the
audience. Without the artist’s
presence, a performance would be,

For the message to pass through, the
vocabulary is permanently adjusted
through the dialogue established
between artist and audience during
the performance. This dialogue is
fundamental for the project to
5

opera called The Effort of the Reflex

develop and is established through
the layers of media that constitute the
work itself. The relationship between
these layers swings between fixity (a
layer of pre-recorded material, which
works as a guide) and a layer of live
manipulation, which is improvised. In
4Play the layer of projected prerecorded moving-image is fixed and
the sound is played live. In The Effort
of the Reflex the fixed layer is sound.

and includes an illustrated script, a
film and vinyl called Silver Cord. The
objects, independently from each
other, originate from the performative
action which acts as a sort of unifier. It
makes sense to look at the two
characters on the screen, Ruby and
Shadowman, and think of Danyella’s
words: “I am an artist made of plastic”.
In Portuguese language, fine arts are
translated as plastic arts.
Thus, when Danyella says she is made
of plastic, she is embodying the
double role of the artist and her
aesthetics (“director of my own
universe”). The idea of creating a
complex body of work connects
Ye77a’s artwork to the performative
work of the architect Bob Wilson, with
the cosmic philosophy of Sun Ra and
his Arkestra, and to many others who

Therefore, the actors’ movement and
live manipulation of lights constitute
the live action and the livecommunicative layer. This is a
performance that “seeks the
movement (of the muscles) and the
melody”.

devoted themselves intensely to their
work, as is the case of the Portuguese
Fernando Pessoa and Almada
Negreiros.

From the performative action, the
story expands onto other fixed media,
becoming fixed in its objects. The first
project, 4Play, also consists of a sound
CD with the same name, several
videos available online and a short
film. The second project encompasses
a live performance presented as an
6

The artistic process itself is gradually
becoming symbiotic with the artist
whose final goal is to surprise. To
Danyella, the exercise required to
accomplish this goal requires courage.
Perhaps the challenge is the true

motivator for the effort put into such
long term development.

http://ye77a.tumblr.com/
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Drawing The Invisible. Urban Transcripts 2011
Eugenia Fratzeskou

The workshop was academically
accredited by Università degli Studi
Roma Tre and took place at its DipSU
studios. Workshop participants
included an international group of
students with a background in
architecture, urban planning, digital
media and other fields. The workshop
participants were: Gebriel Admassu
Askabe (Polytecnico di Milano),
Aslihan Ay Güngör (Istanbul Technical
University), Sepideh Farjami
(Polytecnico di Milano), Kyriaki Goti
(Aristotle University of Thessaloniki),
Surajkumar Nandakumar (Polytecnico
di Milano), Zohreh Shaghaghian
(Polytecnico di Milano) and Gregory
Tsarouhas (Democretian University of
Thrace).

Rome City & Urban Superbia: Drawing
the Invisible workshop took place in
Rome during 13 – 17 December 2011, as
part of the Urban Transcripts 2011:
Rome, the accidental city
international workshop on the city.

Drawing the Invisible workshop was
developed and led by myself (also a
Curatorial Committee & Project
Review Committee Member) as the
guest tutor responsible for the
development of the creative
methodologies of urban research,
exploration, analysis, and design
(including the workshop phases
planning), together with Dr Claudia
Faraone as the host tutor responsible
for the thematic framework
(Superbia/Pride) of the workshop, and
for organising and conducting the
one-day urban exploration of
Rome.[1]

Through innovative cross-disciplinary
methodologies of urban investigation,
a set of urban issues and a theme
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conventional definition of use and
program, the Transcripts used their
tentative format to explore unlikely
confrontations. [2]

were explored with reference to a
particular geography of the city of
Rome. One of the main objectives for
the participants was to gain a
‘sharpened’ vision for comprehending
the city as a complex interactive
system. The workshop enabled the
development of collaborative
strategies that challenged
conventional methods of urban
analysis and disciplinary boundaries,
while encouraging creativity and
originality.

In the context of the Drawing the
Invisible workshop unit, the
aforementioned “confrontation” has
been explored as occurring between
an evolving urban superbia and the
notion of interstitiality. In the context
of the city of Rome, ‘superbia’, is
synonymous to ‘pride’, and
characterises the privileged, exclusive
‘high’ places that command physical
and visual, as well as historical and
social authority over the city. Superbia
is often understood as something that
can be visible, mappable, known,
controlled, sometimes emerging as
being hierarchical in the urban space
and territory.

The main pedagogical elements of the
workshop included an urban
exploration, a series of group work
sessions and tutorials, complemented
by various activities, such as lectures,
an exhibition and social events. The
outcomes of the workshop were
presented to a large number of
professionals and the wider public
during my presentation of Drawing
the Invisible project work at the Urban
Transcripts 2011 Conference on 17th
December 2011 and the Urban
Transcripts 2011 Exhibition (Urban
Center Roma XI, Rome).

On the other hand, the emerging
notion of interstitiality characterises
the fragmentary city growth and our
life in contemporary cities with its
elusiveness, as always evolving and
accidental. The accidental is made
apparent through the contrasts and

The explicit intention of Transcripts
[i.e. Manhattan Transcripts] was to
describe elements usually removed
from conventional architectural
representation, that is the complex
relationship between spaces and their
uses, set and script, between typology
and program, between objects and
events… going beyond the

the complexity of the urban forms in
relation to the city skyline and their
context. The confrontation between
superbia and interstitiality has been
explored through discovering and
exploring the previously unseen and
unnoticed interfaces, interactions,
conflicts and exchanges between the
unsettling spatial, informational,
9

architectural and cultural city-layers
that can be connecting or disruptive
in a variety of ways.

focusing on ad-hoc or ‘nomadic’
neighbourhoods, urban voids, the
common resources of the city that
can be freely accessible, places that
lack ownership, the invisible digital
cityscape with its non-linear ebbs and
flows, etc., in contraposition to the
science & technology ‘pride’ as
reflected in the most daring buildings,
the invisible panopticon and
surveillance networks, the state
buildings across the city and finally,
the purism and idealism of certain
urban fragments.

Drawing has been used not only for
‘interpreting’ and ‘unraveling’ the
multi-layered city of Rome through
analytical visual mapping based on
direct observation across the urban
fabric of the city, but also for
proposing interventions into the city
through engaging with what can be
termed inter-sites, non-sites and
para-sites. Drawing the Invisible
provided the opportunity to the
workshop participants to challenge
spatial and disciplinary boundaries
alike, by developing innovative
drawing-based approaches by means
of various media.

Drawing the Invisible has enabled
participants toexpand and transform
the notion of the panorama, in order
to achieve an interpretative process of
urban research that would function as
an “operative drawing”. The notion of
‘transcript’ has inspired the
development of combined strategies
of drawing, layering and urban
research, including various means and
processes
of
visualisation,
documentation and output. The layers
of analysis and the frameworks of
observation have been combined
during the exploration process and its
outputting.

The workshop participants engaged
with the city both at ‘macro’ (cityscape/views) and ‘micro’
(neighbourhood/building
unit/particular location) levels ranging
from the robust urban materiality of
the city to its liminal zones in both the
physical and the immaterial sense,

By working with layering and
perception, it has been possible to
explore how perception works as
connected to sight and experience, in
relationship to the processes of
drawing, digital media e.g. digital
visualisation, 3D architectural
10

modelling

and

As a designed environment, built
space is a fragment of an excessive
superimposition of dynamically
interacting algorithmic, geometrical,
topological and structural grids. One
of the most challenging possibilities
arising (and one of the most
important aims of Drawing the
Invisible), is to creatively reveal the
various interstitial spaces and
dynamics of emergence that stem
from a multi-layered field of
complexity; from the transitional
states of spatial transformation and
exchange. New types of drawingbased methodologies enable the
visualisation of such invisible
imperceptibles and intermediates at
both micro and macro spatial levels.
An oscillation between atopias,
utopias and dystopias challenges the
established borderlines between a
plan, a map and a building, as well as
their meaning.

diagramming,

photography and video, for capturing
the space and immateriality of the
city, in a variety of creative ways.

Methodology
The methodological framework of
Drawing the Invisible was presented
and analysed in my opening lecture at
Roma Tre University. [3] The lecture
offered an introduction to the
discourses on space as developing
across architecture, art, cyber-theory
and science, coupled with the
relevant cases of spatial practice.
Through the influence of Quantum
Physics and Manuel Castell’s
informationalism, the definition of
space and its boundaries has radically
changed. [4]Space is an evolving and
relativistic informational substance. A
characteristic example of revealing
this ‘substance’
Sky Earcan be seen in Usman
Haque’s
where the unknown
environmental data-topographies of
the city i.e. electromagnetic fields, are
visualised. [5]

Having Bernard Tschumi’s “operative
drawing” as its main focus, the second
part of my lecture offers an extensive
analysis of drawing, diagrammingand
their expansion through high-end
endogenic animation and other digital
tools.
Drawing can be described as being
‘interstitial’ itself, as it ‘cuts through’
the stages of the creation process and
disciplinary boundaries. The primary
form of drawing is tracing that has
been also defined as indexical imprint,
11

when it contains concurrent or
juxtaposed sequences of another
order. It is ‘closed’ when it has a
predictable end due to the
exhaustion, circularity or repetition of
process. In transformational
sequence, the qualities of the
difference involved in its progressions
are crucial. [7]

that is, the visual trail that is left from
a particular process. As such, tracing
is relational, and although it involves
physical processes, it expands beyond
them, as it is a means of forming
propositions that can be abstract. A
diagram always involves the
purposeful activity of tracing, through
which it ‘un/re-makes’ reality. Unlike
an architectural plan, the diagram is
non-buildable. Althougha diagram is
characterised by a kind of virtuality
that contains variable potential, it is
not overtly utopian. [6]
Coined by the architect Bernard
Tschumi, “operative drawing” may be
created in any discipline, through the
use of any medium, provided that it
functions as a purposeful activity of
critical thinking and positioning.
Operative drawing involves the
following categories: “conceptual
diagram”, “transcript”,
“transformational sequence” and
“interchangeable scalar
drawing”.Through “transcript”,
architectural reality can be
interpreted, or in other words, ‘read’

According to Henri Lefebvre, despite
the fact that an “induced” difference
derives from the existence of
“opposition”, it does not undermine
but “remains within” the system it
constitutes. On the other hand, a
“produced” difference derives from
the existence of “contradiction/
transcendence” because it
“presupposes the shattering of a
system [and]… it emerges from…
chasm”. [8] Transformative series may
be either “discrete/repetitive” and
thus, mathematically predictable, or
“continuous/iterative”. The latter do
not have “origins” as such, but “points
of departure”.

through theoretical and non-realistic
scenarios. “Transformational
sequence” includes animation that
can be applied not only to forms, but
also, to spaces and programmes.
Process and end-product are of equal
importance.
A transformational sequence is ‘open’
if it has no endings, as for example,

According to the award-winning
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architect Greg Lynn, depending on
the variables used in an animation, the
resulting series can be open, if they
have an “indefinitely structured
system”. [9] Finally, the
“interchangeable scalar drawing” is
essentially, the combination of all the
aforementioned categories into a
“singular heterogeneous
transformational concept”.

designs, whose creation has been
inspired primarily by the elements of
flow and passage.
The core aspect of those projects is
“phase space”, that is, a deep
dynamics space of “active
interactions”, signifying the shift from
“autonomous purity” to “contextual
specificity”. As one of the main
characteristics of Lynn‘s work, the
element of virtual trace (imprint) is
‘stored’ in the digital topologies. The
emerging interstitial intervals may
take the form of unsettling
“transitional spaces between exterior
and interior” that have “composite
surfaces”, where potential and
dynamics are not eliminated,
integrated, absorbed or resolved, but
stored. [13]

In contemporary architecture and the
related fields of spatial practice, the
notion of operative drawing has been
continuously changing with the aid of
VR. Essentially, operative drawing
occurs between its visual
manifestations as a field of
potentiality that unfolds in time.
Lynn’s workis a characteristic case of
how the notion of operative drawing
can be expanded in relation to
interstitial space, through digital
endogenic animation. [10] As
opposed to the traditional “flat-earth
stasis”, the formal purity and
autonomy of mainstream
architecture, interstitial spaces
emerge through the “collaboration of

Interstitial space has been one of the
dominant elements of Peter
Eisenman’s architectural practice,
both in terms of design process and
end-product, as it introduces the
element of the unexpected to the
design process. The notion of
interstitiality is closely related to the

enfolding a context and unfolding an
object”. [11] Space is designed
through a dynamic interaction
between micro and global landscapes,
where virtual force and motion are
stored in “curved gradient tectonics”.
[12] A form becomes a complicated
and evolving site. Operative ‘tracings’
can be found in Lynn’s architectural

workings of a diagram as ‘occurring’
between the stages of a project’s
completion. The digital diagramming
for projects such as the Wexner
Centre, is based on the processes of
“mapping” and “artificial excavation”.
[14] The respective spaces emerge
from the virtual clashing of displaced
topographical and structural grids.
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dimensions and dynamics of
architectural space that remain
untamed, elusive, and unbuilt are
revealed. [15]

The architectural design elements
interact with each other during the
design process of imprinting, so that
they can alter their contents and in
turn become altered. As end-

A parallel line of creative enquiry
concerns the challenging emergence
paradoxical Algorithmic Infra-spaces
(2008-2011). As they are not visible on
the computer and the existing VR
displays and projections, they have
been inventively revealed through
hand-drawn diagrams. These infraspaces reveal the visual ‘traces’ of the
hidden interchanges between the
ideal, descriptive and invalid kinds of
digital geometry occurring at the
transition from the one algorithmic
‘terrain’ to the next [16]

products, Eisenman’s buildings
comprise of an accumulation of
‘leftovers’ from various design stages,
challenging the functional aesthetics
of standard architecture and the linear
modes of design processes.
Particular cases of how interstitial
spaces are investigated in my practice
were also presented as part of my
lecture. In my work, new modes of
site-specific drawing are developed in
semi-immersive virtual environments
(Boolean Cubes: Rotation &
Intersection series, initiated in 2004),
enabling the tracing and interaction
with the half- and by- products of
algorithmic flows that remain unbuilt,
with their meta-dimensionality and
the emerging paradoxes, through
different modes of innovative spatial
intervention.
Interstitial spaces can be creatively
revealed through using
material/immaterial mediums such as
light and line, as well as the processes

Moving to the level of city panoramas
and observational drawing, the
project Drawing the Unplanned City
consists of a series of drawings of the
city of Athens (exhibited in Urban
Transcripts 2010 international
exhibition).[17]The main focus has
been the uncontrollable and
disorderly expansion of Athens that

of drawing and diagramming, for
opening up the interfaces of VR and
built architecture. Through the
creation of inter-passages, it has been
possible to reveal the unsettling
heterogeneous and interacting layers
of architectural space.The hidden
14

Interesting contrasts and unexpected

has been taking place simultaneously
across its vertical and horizontal
spatial axes. A broken and disorderly
kind of urban grid is revealed, as we
gain an overview of this unplanned
city.

combinations inspire a creative
exploration of various architectural
sediments, indirectly revealing what
we either take for granted or we do
not normally notice.

The traditional notion of the horizon
and the qualities of locality are
diffused, as an expanding inter-scalar
maze of building structures emerges
before our eyes. Drawing is used as a
process of a spontaneous reading of
the city, as well as a process of
creative visual abstraction. An
idealistic and generalised point of
view as a way of ignoring the existing
patchwork of the heterogeneous
architectures of the city is avoided.
Pencil smudges and delicate
delineations form ambiguous ‘liquid’
architectures on the semitransparent, smooth and fragile
surface of the tracing paper. An
interesting contrast emerges between
the qualities of these ‘architectures’
and the materiality, weight, solidity,
rigidity, roughness and apparent
stability of the newest architectural
forms that dominate the city-scape.

An urban exploration of Roma
Superbia
The first phase of Drawing the
Invisible involved the experiential
mapping of the city and data
collection. The experiential reading
and transitory mapping of the
heterogeneous city-scape
commenced with a urban exploration
of Rome with a one-day city walk.
Participants collected information by
using their preferred means
(photography, video, mobile devices,
drawing, notes and others). The aim
was to develop new ways of seeing,
challenging what we normally take for
granted or escapes our attention.

In this way, the drawings invite a
rediscovery of the city, its fragility,
and futility. The city can be perceived
as an unfinished scenery of constant
change. Certain drawings show
spaces that are normally unseen and
ignored as they lack aesthetic value,
they are parochial or simply forgotten.

The emphasis was placed on
identifying and mapping the by- and
half- products of architecture and
15

urban planning, the accidental and
incidental properties of the city as
found in emergent territories,
underdeveloped areas, as well as in
areas of complexity and ambiguity.

and EUR due to their controversial
status and particular geographic and
architectonic features. Being one of
the tallest buildings of Rome, the
rationalist-style EUR – named after
the intended Esposizione Universale
Roma world fair of 1942 – is
representative of the powerful and
grandiose architectonic gestures of
Fascism. As we look down at the city
from EUR’s top, we gain a panoramic
view of its business district that
includes a web of government
ministries, offices, apartments, with
the ENI – the Italian multinational oil
and gas company headquarters - at
the center.

Representing more than a mere
typology of space, superbia suggests
the exclusivity of the vision of the city
as viewed from privileged places that
sometimes may be unknown or
unfamiliar to most people. [18] They
may include not only the views of the
historical part of the city as seen from
hills, but also private terraces in highrise buildings of social/public housing.
In this thematic framework, the
notion of the accidental can be found
in unexpected overlapping views as
seen from different perspectives and
places.

Following the Second World War, the
Modern city “monumentality” that
was produced in the eighties,
included highly intensive tower-based
social housing projects. There is a shift
from the “monumentality” that
communicates power through
architecture, to the “utopia” of the
Modern Movement urban planning
that aims to satisfy social needs. The
huge demand for housing has been
answered by Corviale, almost a
kilometre long building that is said to
be so massive and robust as to break
the Ponentino wind.

Different types of superbia can be
deciphered within the city. These
types may be related to
landscape/terrain (the Capitoline Hill
where the City Municipality House is
situated and the attractive Gianicolo
that represents an ideal vision of the
city), luxury living and its exclusivity
(penthouses, shopping malls), sacral
sites (Santa Maria Maggiore), urban
constructions such as towers and
monuments spanning from those of
the Ancient Rome to the ones of
Fascism (Vittoriano).
The key locations of the participants’
urban explorations have been Corviale

16

exploration of Rome. These
photographs were used for creating
city panoramas. The visual planes of
those panoramas were hierarchically
defined through colour-coded
delineation.
In that way, a study of city-layers was
accomplished through the analysis of
city-planes and the tensions between
the ‘built’ and the ‘unbuilt’. Mixed
visual strategies and processes were

Project development
Mapping the city

developed for identifying and
analysing the city co-ordinates,

During the first part of the second
phase of Drawing the Invisible,
participants were invited to develop
new types of drawing as a way of
‘reading’ the city, not only to reveal
what is normally invisible, but also to
expand the definition and
interdisciplinary potential of drawing
as a means of spatial and urban
interpretation and analysis. This phase
was accomplished through combined
strategies of mapping, drawing,
layering & urban research.

developing the appropriate
iconography and symbol-chart,
interpreting and mapping the
dynamic relationships between the
multiple city-layers and sight, and
unfolding the city in plan.
The introduction of the colour and
symbol coded parameters of the city
has been of major importance. These
consisted of what can be defined as
the ‘inter-sites’ (traffic junctions,
water flow, bridges, etc.), ‘para-sites’
(dump-yards, ad-hoc development,

Having EUR – a kind of ‘city
panopticon’ – as their main viewpoint,
the workshop participants devised
special processes and codes for
enabling a detailed mapping not only
of the various city-layers of Rome, but
also, of their relationships & the
emerging interstitialities. The
participants took various photographs
from the highest points of the EUR
building during their urban

illegal building extensions, etc.) and
‘non-sites’ (unbuilt areas or sites that
are under construction, etc.) of the
particular area of Rome, posing as the
characteristic by-products of its urban
superbia. The investigation also
included the various ebbs and flows of
the invisible layers of the city internet
zones (civil streams, protected zones,
etc.).
17

The emerging relationships of those
city-layers were subsequently
mapped through devising a simple
chart of symbols in order to mark the
‘neutral’, ‘interaction’, ‘exchange’,
‘interface, ‘conflict’ areas. The city
mapping was then transferred from
the panoramas to the city plan, by
using the same mode of mapping,
thus inspiring new operative ways of
interpreting the topography of the
city and developing mixed strategies
and processes of digital diagramming.

between city-layers, in order to
visualise the terrains in direct relation
to the city plan.
Developing mixed processes of digital
drawing for visualising and exploring
in depth the ‘dialogue’ between the
emerging terrain morphology and the
city plan, has been the most
significant stage of this final phase. As
the terrain emerges from the
interactions, conflicts and exchanges
of the immaterial and the material
dynamics of the city, its most
important characteristics are the
elements of porosity and fluidity, as
reflected in its morphology and
surface qualities. Such a terrain of
interstitiality proposes a way of
visualising those city dynamics.
The quality of the boundaries
between the city plan and the terrain
is determined by the respective
adjustments that have been applied
to the geometry and the transparency
of the terrain in relation to the map
and the city co-ordinates. At a
relatively ‘micro’ level of locality, it is

Interacting city layers
In the second part of the second
phase of Drawing the Invisible, the
participants developed combined
modes of 3D terrain mapping and
modelling for visualising the
imperceptible interstitiality of the city
emerging from its interacting citylayers, causing terrains of complexity
to be formed. The mapping system of
the previous phase was used in
conjunction with particular coordinates that showed the areas
where dynamic interactions operated

possible to identify consistently
recognisable types of para-sites (as an
excessive juxtaposition of polygons,
for instance), non-sites (as
voids/breakages) and inter-sites (as
intersected polygons),as well as and
their interactions. In this way, this
terrain reveals the overlooked citylayers and their interactions, and
offers the basis for progressing to the
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The aim to renegotiate the existing
monolithic and regulatory boundaries
of Corviale has been accomplished
through devising a strategy of
simultaneously ‘enfolding’ the city
context of Corviale, while ‘unfolding’
the Corviale building. The new spatial
system that has been developed for
realising that aim has included not
only internal but also external coordinates of interstitiality and their
dynamic interactions. In this way, it
was possible to surpass the outworn
logic, assumptions and limitations of
the Cartesian spatial system that
reinforces the superficial notion of a
fully controlled, ordered and inert kind
of space.

next phase of the project in which city
interventions are proposed.

Corviale: enfolding context/unfolding
object
During the third part of the second
Drawing the Invisible
phase of
, the
workshop participants focused on the
building of Corviale that has raised
much controversy and debate in
terms of its role, as well as the
possibilities of its reprogramming and
regeneration. Being an almost one
kilometre long, Corviale poses as a
city wall that radically ‘intervenes’ into
the cityscape. The workshop
participants devised methods for
creatively challenging Corviale’s
‘monolithic’ and ‘rationalistic’
character, through ‘breaking’ its
fundamental conceptual and
structural element, that is, its
Cartesian system of spatial axes that
structurally determines the core of
the building as reflected in Corviale’s
long corridor and the central vertical
voids.

This phase commenced with the
analysis of the participants’
photographic documentation and
observational sketches from their visit
to Corviale during the urban
exploration phase. The objective was
to identify the types of ‘para-sites’ e.g.
re-appropriated areas by homeless
people and illegal building
interventions, of ‘non-sites’ that
include disused or forgotten spaces,
and the types of ‘inter-sites’ such as
the internal, external hallways and
junctions. These kinds of space are
the emerging and accidental by- and
half- products of Corviale in terms of
its architectural entity and status as a
social housing ‘solution’. The latter is
contrasted to its inhabitants’ uses,
appropriations and other
19

Corviale as a system of city coordinates. Moreover, the ways in
which the interior corridor, which
dominates Corviale, is affected by
such transformations, are visualised
through a polygonal multidimensional
web of various types of influence as
mapped onto the respective
photographs of the particular corridor.

uncontrollable factors, such as city
dynamics, the inevitable ‘intrusion’ of
decay, etc. The colour-coded analysis
of the building revealed the previously
ignored ‘parameters’ of Corviale and
inspired participants to develop a new
‘spatial axes system’.
The various physical and
imperceptible ‘sediments’ of Corviale
have been revealed through a series
of transformative interventions into its
boundaries. As the various interacting
co-ordinates of the external and
internal kinds of interstitiality leave
their ‘trails’ onto Corviale’s
boundaries, these boundaries become
porous, unsettling and transitional.
Such dynamically evolving coordinates intervene into the Corviale
site and building so as to transform
them into an an assemblage of
colour-coded layers of planes having
irregular cuts that cause the rotation
of those assemblages, offering a
fragmentary orientation and various
‘broken angles’ for gaining an
unconventional viewpoint not only of
the city, but also, of Corviale itself.

Epilogo

Drawing the Invisible has been an
ambitious project, as it involved
complicated concepts and challenges
expanding into an interdisciplinary
research field. Drawing the Invisible
has enabled the creation of new
drawing methods and tools that are of
relevance not only to architectural
design, but also, to other kinds of
spatial practice and research.
Participants have developed their
creativity, originality, problem-solving
and professional skills through their
collaborative work as a group. The
drawing methods that have been
devised, are operative as they have
enabled a critical and analytical

What used to be visible becomes
invisible and vice versa.
At the final stage of this phase, digital
diagramming is used also for revealing
a ‘parasitic’ web-structure occupying
the layered planes of Corviale,
through mapping how the
dynamically interacting immaterial
and material city-layers influence
20

Roma XI, the Drawing the Invisible

mapping of the urban environment
that has inspired and made realisable
the development of highly rich and
stimulating modes of ‘interpretation’
and ‘intervention’ into the city at a
macro as well as a micro scale.

outcomes have been of high quality
and of promising potential for future
expansion.

As the workshop unit has been
realised in the midst of a developing
national discourse and competition
for regenerating and reprogramming
certain of the sites visited i.e. Corviale,
the outcomes of the workshop
demonstrate an interesting potential
with regards to enabling an
interesting and distinct contribution
to this field, in terms of design
strategy, process and thinking,
instead of simply offering a superficial
negation of the existing conditions or
attempting to uncritically beautify and
make desirable the particular sites.

Future development may include the
creation of interactive online mapping
systems complemented with tailormade haptic interactive mixed-reality
applications, and virtual
environments, in order to advance the
outcomes of the workshop unit even
further, through the involvement of a
larger collaborative interdisciplinary
network of architects, computer
scientists, artists and others.Drawing
the Invisible is currently expanded

Drawing the Invisible has enabled
participants to evaluate how their
vision of and engagement with the
city have changed, to position and
evaluate their work both in terms of
process and outcome, and most
importantly, to carry forward the
challenges and possibilities that arose
through their participation in the
workshop. As stemming from the
formal assessment of the outcomes
during the participants’ Workshop
Presentation at DipSU, as well as from
participants and attendees’ interest
and enthusiastic feedback during the
Conference day at Urban Center

further as an independent initiative
and a dedicated blog has been
created for this purpose. The Drawing
the Invisible Blog functions as a digital
platform, promoting the initiative’s
series of past and forthcoming
international activities and projects,
developing an online forum,
facilitating the announcements of its
members activities, and supporting
the dissemination of the relevant
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Detached From Yourself. Thus Under Control –
Part 1
Mauro Arrighi

artworks have been produced in a
span of twelve years: between 1996
and 2008. All the artworks seem to
refer more to Western topics than to
Japanese aesthetics, addressing: 1)
The disruption of the Kantian
monolithic self; 2) Strong influences
from De Sade ; 3) Black magic
influences.
The present essay is meant to clarify
today’s condition of new-media art in
Japan. The reader may wonder if
nowadays new-media art Japanese
artists are the same as their western
counterparts. If this is not the case
then: are they aware of being
operating on a different layer than
their colleagues?
What a western reader may think
looking at any festival’s awards list is
that contemporary Japanese artists
are leading the research in the field of
new-media art. If so: what is Japan
expressing, with its past two decades
outburst in the new-media art?

In their work, the authors seem to
affected by, or being involved with,
the above-mentioned concepts, only
with a twist, especially if we think
about how these work would look if if
they were done by Western artists.

I will analyze the works of four
Japanese authors who were born
between 1966 and 1976, separated by
less than one generation. Their

In my opinion such a twist cannot be
described as postmodern irony or
cynicism. Concerning the role of
technology alone, refusing to call into
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In the chapter entitled The bugs in
modernism and utopian models for
change, Hasegawa (2007, p.220) [9]

question its social and political role: all
the works investigate more closely
the value of science itself, selfreferentially. Medicine and
neurosciences appear to be the tools
by meand of which the authors realize
this enterprise.

writes: “When we look at the situation
in Japan, the a-historicity and
nonhierarchical receptiveness to
information of young Japanese
creators works positively in promoting
the cross-disciplinary, unrestricted

However, they don’t appear to
scrutinizing scientific method and
medical procedures in the same way
as it is often done by Western artists
[1]. Instead, the Japanese authors are
keen to observe and manipulate
propriocetption [2] – interoceptive [3]
stimuli – and exteroceptive stimuli [4]
of the audience. The spectators then
are turned into patients, a role that is
often associated by the Western
authors to the one of the victim.

rewriting of programs”. Firstly, it is
worth noticing that the way in which
the chapter is entitled gives the idea
that, from the author’s point of view
(Hasegawa), modernism and utopian
assets still endow Japan culturally
today.
I am not sure about the meaning that
Yuko Hasegawa gives to the term
‘programs’ in her essay, and I argue
that she intends those as lists of
instructions that are used to control

As I mentioned in the previous essays,
the idea that Japanese artists started
to produce interactive videoinstallations earlier than others is a
pure myth: as Yukiko Shikata
(Sumitomo and alt.2005, p.43) [8]
points out, “While interactive art was
in full flower in Europe in the early
1990s, artworks employing such novel

the behavior of people in the same
way as the Fluxus Japanese artists
Takehisa Kosugi (1964) [10] did.
Hasegawa sees ‘programs’ not only as
a creative force that informs values,
but also as a disruptive/coercive
energy, which turns people into
behaving docilely as… buyers. In
Hasegawa’s words it seems that the
same very ‘programs’ are responsible
for the designers’ trends as if even the
creators were influenced by those
princicples as opposed to being the
initiators of them, as memetic theory
informs.

forms of expression only started to be
introduced to Japan, thanks to the
likes of ICC[5], Canon ARTLAB[6] [7],
and other mecenat programs of big
companies, as well as the “ARTEC”
Biennale that was held between 1989
and the mid-‘90s in Nagoya.”.
What is leading whom?
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Grand Bazar 2011″[18][19].
Manabe has been premiered
worldwide and recently prized with an
Award of Distinction in the category
of Interactive Art at the Prix Ars
Electronica 2011 [20] for the
installation “particles” [21]. The latter
has been then integrated into the
Lenovo advertisement campaign [22].
Manabe works across different fields
merging art, design and technological
research (being the inventor of the
majority of the tools he utilizes), he is
a co-founder of 4nchor5 la6[23] with
Motoi Ishibashi, and also serves vice
president of Rhizomatiks[24].

The Japanese author Daito Manabe[11]
was born in 1976, graduated in
Mathematics from the Tokyo Science
University[12] and completed the
Dynamic Sensory Programming (DSP)
course at the International Academy
of Media Arts and Sciences (IAMAS)
[13]. Manabe is regarded as one of the
most skilled coder in the japanese
scene. Beside his programming skills,
Manabe indulges into creative
research with special awareness of
the european past history of media
art.

Face-visualizer,
Daito Manabe’s
instrument and copy
(2008)[25] [26] is
what I am mainly concerned with.
Manabe states through his website: “I
got inspired by the way of how “we
can make a fake smile by sending
electric stimulation signals from
computer to face, but NO ONE can

It is from this tradition that he drew
inspiration, as is the case of “party in
the mouth” (2009 to present). In fact,
even if (as it is quoted in his website
[14]) the inspirational hint was sparked
by a theater piece entitled “Cage” by
Monochrome Circus [15], the original
source is Laurie Endersonback in 1981
with her “O Superman” [16] , as the
cover of “United States Live” (1984)
prove. Now, the “party in the mouth”,
is an essential part of the Laforet[17]
advertisement campaign “Laforet

make a real smile without a human
emotion”. These are words from Mr.
Teruoka who is my collaborator to
make devices.
The piece was also influenced by the
work of the French researcher G.B.
Duchenne[27] “Mecanisme de la
physionomie humain” [28] from
“Icono-Photographique” and the
Austrian artist Stelarc‘s “Ping body”
[29][30] [31] [32]. Following this I
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began experimenting with my electric

influence the other way round.

sensors and low frequency pulse

Art, technology and the utopia.

generators intending to copy the
expression of one face onto another.
The face visualizer video which is

Concerning the interplay between art
and technology, the
perception/notion of history, and the
utopias grounded in present in Japan,
it is worthy to notice that on “1979, [...]
the animation Mobile Suit
GUNDAMbegan on television. We
cannot deny that science-fiction
novels and animation have endowed
art and technology with the power of
imagination. In forms of expression
that have been liberated from the
rules of the real outer world, nonhuman beings such as robots, aliens,
monsters and ghosts move around as
if they were alive. Many of us that live
in Japan today have familiarized since
childhood with this sort of world view,
imbued with images of the like
through mass media such as
television and manga.

known as “Electric Stimulus to Face
Test” [33]is one outcome of this
project.”

The actual Manabe‘s performance is a
combination of “face visualizer” and
“face instruments”, where the faces of
the two participants are turned into
input/output devices. The music is
transformed into an electrical impulse
which is transferred to the facial
muscles. Then, according to these
signals, the face muscles are
contracted. Employing EMG sensors –
electrical stimulation devices – [34]
[35] coupled with MAX/MSP [36]
software, it is possible to copy your
own facial expression and paste it into
others. In the process, it is also
possible to generate music from one’s
own facial expressions as well as

Therefore, if we were to compare the
situation with the one existing in
Europe, the argument “in Japan, there
are no works of art that have a strong
social nature that question the
political position of the people who
employ technology” seems right on.
“Perhaps it is already difficult for us
Japanese to liberate ourselves from
the collective illusion created by mass
media, which is not about an actual
event, but about an image divorced
from the event that is consumed as a
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simulacrum.” as Fumihiko Sumitomo
tells in Beyond the limit of human
imagination (Sumitomo and alt. 2005,
p.20) [37].

Achiya is probably best known for his
PostPet e-mail software [43] Thanks
to which he won an Award of
Distinction in the “.Net” category of
the Ars Electronica Prix in 1998 [44].
Curiously enough the AirBoard, a jetpowered skateboard, is built in the
likeness of Marty’s skateboard “Back
to the future 2″ [45] and OpenSky, is
the actualization of the glider seen in
“Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind”
by Hayao Miyazaki [46].
“Psycho Communicator System [47] is
a project realized by Hachiya in
collaboration with NTT
Communication Science

Regarding the influence that the
anime Mobile Suit Gundam has on
contemporary art and scientific
research in Japan, I would like to
name Kazuhiko Achiya[38] and his
“Psycommu” [39][40] [41].

Laboratories[48] in 2005. Additional
collaborators are: Taro Maeda,
Hideyuki Ando. NTT Communication
research centre is currently
Flanagan
researching real-life psycommu
Agency
system and have set up a “New Type

Kazuhiko Achiya is a new-media
artist. Native of Saga, he was born on
April 18 1966, which is appropriately
enough known as the “Invention Day”.
After graduating from the Faculty for
Visual Communication Design, Kyushu
Institute of Design [42], he had
worked for a consulting company, and
started SMTV, a private TV station
unit, as his art project. His works
include the special communication
tool series, with InterDiscommunication Machine and Seeing
Is Believing (which I will describe in
the second part of this essay).

Technology Lab” sub-titled
(named after the agency of
the same name set up by Zeon in
Mobile Suit Gundam) where Hachiya is
supervisor [49]. This work is inspired
by “Gundam” [50] OAV (Original video
animation: TV series), particularly
focusing on the psycho powers of the
fictional characters the “new type”
coupled with the mobile armors
named Psycho Gundam [51].
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Further readings / Suggested
Bibliography:
Lambert M. Surhone. PSYCO
GUNDAM. BETASCRIPT PUBLISHING.
Altri riferimenti possono far ricondurre
all’anime OAV intitolato
“Spazio Runaway Ideon” [55].

Notes:

Which can be envisioned as being
related to military research: the

[1] – Damien Hirst –
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
0rESmxFXAd8

underlying idea of the installation is
using existing technology to actualize
science-fictions scenarios which may
lead to shoot your opponent
unconsciously and to control troops
“telepathically.”

[2] – Relativamente agli stimoli che
vengono prodotti e percepiti
all’interno di un organismo, in
particolare quelli connessi alla
posizione e al movimento del corpo.

From the technical paper (in
Japanese) entitled “Electrical
stimulation of vestibular sense” [52]
we can understand how controlling a
human body remotely is feasible. The
“master” can lead the movement of

[3] - Relativamente agli
stimoli prodotti all’interno di un
organismo, soprattutto a livello
intestinale e di altri organi interni.
[4] - Relativamente agli
stimoli esterni a un organismo.

the “slave” simply through his/her
eye’s movement. In order to guide the
walk through into the scenario of the

[5] – ICC è l’acronimo
di NTT Inter Communication Center.
L’ICC è una galleria di media
art situata nella Tokyo Opera City
Tower di Shinjuku, Tokyo, Giappone. È
stata istituita dall’NTT per

subject under control, a EOG (electro
oculography detection) is implicit and
the data are then taken from subject
A (master) and transformed into
electrical stimulation applied to the
subject B (slave). From the movie [53]
[54] it is possible to grasp the

commemorare il 100° anniversario del
servizio telefonico in Giappone ed è
stata inaugurata nel

functioning of the device.
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dopoguerra e la
tecnologia. NTT Publishing, p. 43.

1997. Tiene mostre permanenti
e temporanee di artisti
internazionali e giapponesi.
L’ICC funziona come un
hub culturale incentrato sull’interazion
e tra arte e tecnologia.
L’ICC promuove la comunicazione
tra artisti e scienziati. L’ICC facilita
l’esperienza scientifica e artistica per il
pubblico generale e per i
professionisti attraverso workshop,
spettacoli,convegni, e pubblicazioni
varie, con l’obiettivo di far
progredire la comunicazione tra artisti
e scienziati.
http://www.ntticc.or.jp/index_e.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NTT_Int
erCommunication_Center

http://www.ntticc.or.jp/Archive/200
5/PossibleFutures/Works/index.html
[9] – Hasegawa, Y., Akio, S., Moriyama,
T., Namba, S., Mori, C. e Chaira. (2007).
Spazio per il vostro
futuro: Ricombinazione di il DNA
dell’ Arte e del Design. Museum of
Contemporary Art, Tokyo,
Giappone.Tokyo: INAX Publishing.
[10] - Le
composizioni MALIKA 5, MANODHAR
MA CON MR. Y e simili datate 1964 di
Takehisa Kosugi possono essere
osservate presso:
http://www.artnotart.com/fluxus/tk
osugi–.html

[6] – ARTLAB, sviluppato dalla Canon
Inc., funziona come un laboratorio
che si propone di sperimentare nuovi
regni artistici attraverso
l’integrazione tra scienza e arte,
applicando le tecnologie digitali
alle ricerche artistiche.

[11] – http://www.daito.ws/
[12] – http://www.tus.ac.jp/
[13] –
http://www.iamas.ac.jp/E/index.htm
l

http://plaza.bunka.go.jp/museum/ke
ywords/1990/000934.php

[14] –
http://www.daito.ws/work/partyinth
emouth.html#2

[7] – IPSJ SIG Notes Journal. IPSJ SIG
Notes 99(40), 17-22, 1999-05-19.
Information Processing Society of
Japan (IPSJ). –
http://ci.nii.ac.jp/naid/110002932786

[15] –
http://www.monochromecircus.com
/cage/

[8] - Sumitomo, F., Yubisui, Y., Kimura,
S., Yoshizumi, Y. e Shiba S. (2005).
Futuri possibili: l’arte giapponese del

[16] –
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIqA3i2zQw
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[17] -http://www.laforet.ne.jp/

line/pingbody.html

[18] –
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6

[30] –
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4
5MOlsFGSHI

JaR0H0aqbo

[31] –
http://www.artelectronicmedia.com/
document/stelarc-ping-body

[19] –
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
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Zoe Romano

the control of its various degrees of
intensity, electric discharge could be
applied at low voltage with variable
intensity ranging from stimulating
pleasure to permanently damaging
the body parts affected.
It is around these magical objects that
the latest aesthetic and conceptual
work of Carrie Mae Rose takes place.
Sculptor, performer, interactive
designer, she is best known for her
work Wearable Weapons produced
during a residence and fellowship at
Eyebeam in New York. Sharp collars
made of blades, corsage built with
upcycled scissors and razor blades
confiscated at the Transportation
Security Administration of airports:
these objects push the limits of
modern fashion design.

Invented by the famous, controversial
and brilliant scientist Nikola Tesla at
the end of XIX century, the “Violet
Ray” became a popular tool of healing
in electrotherapy. In the thirties it was
said that the discharge of electrical
particles of a violet color emitted by
the device could cure ailments
ranging from back pain to the effects
of anthrax.
Edgar Cayce, the father of holistic
medicine, strongly recommended its
use, until the Food & Drug
Administration forbade the sale after
the manufacturer had to pay
compensation for damage caused
using this instrument. A few decades
later, however, the “Violet Ray” came
back. It began to spread through its
derivative tool called Violet Wands, an
electrical stimulator that became
popular in police departments and
S&M communities. In fact, thanks to

A dual beauty that can hurt, injure,
but that can be also vulnerable, Carre
Mae Rose describes her projects
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during our interview as follows: a set
of objects and sculptures exploring
the boundaries between fashion and
fetishism, pleasure and pain, aesthetic
attraction and repulsion.
A series of contrasts and conflicts
become evident in all her work, from
the Scissors Sculpture series – largescale sculptures and installations
exploring the concept of
“vulnerability” even more deeply, and
so important to this visionary artist /
designer – to the work revolving
around the aesthetics of Wings, wings
made of blades and scissors
representing the collision between
the emotional fear of the sharp metal
object and the heavenly element of
“air”, almost angelic …

Zoe Romano: How would you
describe Carrie Mae Rose in a
sentence?
Carrie Mae Rose: Iíd say Carrie Mae
Rose is a Valkyrie with a Promethean
personality.
Zoe Romano: As you declared in a
previous interview, your main interest
is vulnerability, in which way do
dresses and accessories help you
express this concept? Why do you see
the human body as a symbol of
vulnerability?

As Carrie Mae writes on her website:
“My wearable weapons, agave armor
and interactive costumes awaken the
power of vulnerability. Devastating
beauty that could kill. These items
push the boundary of fashion to the
absolute limit. This work investigates
the charged intensity of our current
epoch with natural disasters, global

Carrie Mae Rose: When I speak of
vulnerability, I also speak about the
other half of the equation which is
protection. We cannot have one
without the other; they define each
other. Wearable Weapons began by
exploring themes of personal intimacy
and the dynamics that mark intimate
relationships – the need to feel safe
and protected when being vulnerable
and the delicate boundaries between

environmental degradation and war
and explores the cultural edge and
choices we each have to make to
destroy or transform. These pieces
explore the role of the feminine in our
cultural of militarization and speak to
the influence it is currently having on
trends in pop culture, education,
entertainment and high-fashion.”
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scissors from airports that the
government had defined as
ëweaponsí. I was using the term
somewhat ironically. Wearable
Weapons is currently inspired by the
question: If the Gods wore armor,
what would the substance of their
armor be? My answer is Fire. Pure Fire.
Pure intensity and impenetrable
burning density.

opening up and the chance to be hurt.
I am fascinated by the concept of
devastating beauty. Something so
beautiful that it can create a big
opening. The hurts-so-good kind of
feeling. This quality of intense
vulnerability and opening feels like
burning to me and this is why I like
researching and building using
electricity and fire. Dresses and body
decorations for the feminine body add
another element of juxtaposition

I decided to represent this Fire-o-the-Gods by using real fire and
electricity. These Wearable Weapons
are built to provoke and inspire and
protect who wears them. They do not
attack. When one is interacting,
wearing or handling the pieces with
respect causes no injury. If one is not
cautious or aware then yes, then they
can cause harm.

between the soft skin and the hard,
sharp or dangerous materials used.
I like this edge. Women have been
historically labeled as both nurturing
and dangerous, both goddess and
whore. I like representing both the
softness of the Vergin Mary and the
fierceness of the Goddess Kali by
decorating the naked female body
with razor blades. Also, for me there is
a way to reach the sublime by taking
the risk of being vulnerable. My body
is a physical vehicle that currently can
bring me to this level of ecstasy and
that is vulnerable to death and decay.
Zoe Romano: It’s usually more
common to think about garments as
shields to defend our body and not as
a weapon to attack. How did you

Marco Mancuso: Looking at the Wings
project, it seems that your conceptual
approach is to create a strong
counter-position between the
“dangerous” objects (scissors, razors)
that could be the weapons, and the
“pure and celestial seed wings” of your

develop this point of view?
Carrie Mae Rose: Initially I started
using the term ëweaponsí because it
had to do with the confiscated
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Each time I work with new materials I

angels (as you said in your website). Is
this the main idea behind this
project? And again, is there
any correspondence between the
physicality (cold) of the scissors and
the ephemeral (warm) idea of flying?
What inspired you in creating Wings?

always want to turn them into wings.
I made them with agave leaves when
that was my main inspirational
material
There is definitely an edge I like to
play with.††It is part of my spiritual
longing. Building circles, wings and

Carrie Mae Rose: I am continually
drawn to the reoccurring theme of
wings in my work, which for me are a
symbol of freedom, power and
spiritual longing. I have a constant
curiosity to rise above the mundane
and get a bird’s eye view, a higher
perspective, of my life and of the
larger world. The initial inspiration for
my first large 9ft wing sculpture
(Ascendent-See) was a trip I took in
2001 to the place of my early
childhood. I had an experience where
a small bird died in my hand and I
knew intuitively that if I did not leave
quickly my wings too would be
broken.

armor/weapons (for protection) have
been my main themes, all of which
ultimately refer back to a deep desire
for wholeness, freedom, and total
safety. †For me, opening to spiritual
realms†is the ultimate protection.†
My†work offers the message that the
only real protection is spiritual
protection. †Physical weapons are a
false promise. †

I saved the little bird’s wings and
digitally stretched them to be the
outline for the Ascendent-See piece
below. Then, unplanned, this piece
became the perfect size backdrop for
me or friends in front of which to
stand and take photos of ourselves
with wings. Ascendent-See has small
googly-eyes epoxied around the
edges of the paint to represent
the omnipotence and the expanded
perspective of Angels and other flying
creatures.

Zoe Romano: Your latest work is
based on Violet Wands, kink
stimulation toys applying electricity to
the body. How did you get fascinated
by them and in what way are you
trying to explore them by hacking
them?/p>
Carrie Mae Rose: I began my newest
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concept drawings for Wearable
Weapons (Fire-of-the-Gods Series)
with a dress of fire and wings with
electrical arcs. As I began to learn
about electricity, I thought that
working with Violet Wands (which
were initially invented in 1893 by
Nicola Tesla in the form of the Violet
Ray) was the safest place to start. I am
inspired by the delicacy of lace and
Elizabethan Collars. I plan on building
a safe portable wearable electronic
armature that will give off voiceactivated mini-pulses of electrical arcs
from illuminated filigreed glass
electrodes plugged into Violet Wands.

Zoe Romano: At the beginning of your
career you wanted to be a fashion
designer but after studying it and
working for 9 months in a fashion
house you realized it was not your
thing and you preferred art. What
were the expectations you couldn’t
meet?

The costume will protect the wearer
from the electrical shocks by a thin
fabric Faraday cage knit with
conductive fabric. I solicited one of
the main distributors of Violet Wands
http://violetwanda.com and she
graciously donated a dozen Violet
Wands and a large assortment of
internal and external electrode
probes. She suggested that I design
my own electrodes that will be filled
with Argon gas. This is a very exciting
new direction that I am pursuing. See
the image below for some electrode
design possibilities.

Carrie Mae Rose: It was not the
expectations I couldnít meet, it was
about the part of me that felt limited
by the traditional constraints of
fashion. I love the freedom of being
an artist. I love to sew but I also
equally love to sculpt, weld, solder,
hammer, sand, cut, and create with
metal, wire, zip ties, glass, clay, fibers
and an assortment of recycled
objects. More recently I have been
studying how to build with
technology through coding, sensors,
micro-controllers, laser cutters & 3D
printers.
Digital tools are definitely being
integrated into the fashion world and I
am inspired by Iris van Herpen (http
://www.irisvanherpen.com/) and
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difficult to work in this field. What’s
your experience with this? Can you

Christopher Kane’s use of laser cut
materials.

make a living out of your art or do you
have other side projects helping you
pay the rent? Are you making merry
crisis plans for the next years?

I feel artists are meant to challenge
cultural assumptions and to provoke
and awaken people through
innovation and awe. My most recent,

Carrie Mae Rose: Something inside
me has to create art. I donít really
have a choice. I was once told that
there is a shortage of good ideas not
funding. This has been true in my
experience. I believe that, if someone
has a strong, clear vision, there is
always a way for it to manifest. My
current Residency and stipend at
Eyebeam (http://eyebeam.org) has
offered invaluable
Wearable
Weaponsfinancial and
emotional support to this phase of
. It also takes
stubbornness, patience and truthful
supportive friends and family to
continue.

inspiring recent moment was
watching this video of the Solar Sinter
Project by Markus Kayser –
http://vimeo.com/25401444. This
project blows my mind!! It is a great
example of an artist inventing a new
technique that can potentially be
applied to many more future ideas. I
like that as artists and inventors, we
do not carry the constraints or
weights of other classic fields like
science or fashion. I can be crossdisciplinary and intersect fine art,
fashion, technology, science and
performance.

I am always feeding myself
inspirational stories of how others
have persisted and not given up in the
face of difficulties or challenges. I
meditate often and I would never be
able to live in NYC and pursue my
visions if I did not have a daily
Connection experiences to re-charge
me. This inner solace is the wind
beneath my wings.

Zoe Romano: In the last ten years the
situation in the creative sector is
getting worse. Public cuts and
financial crisis are making it more

http://carriemae.com/
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Anstam. An Unpredictable Sound Journey
Claudia Galal

dubstep trends along with the most
celebrated IDM, mixing dark and
nervous beats with industrial sounds
and future atmospheres, always
providing emotional and thrilling
moments.
For me, Anstam represents an
imaginary and abstract place, my
personal heart of darkness, in a
certain sense. Music is a like a travel
journal and in Anstam’s you can feel
the cumbersome cultural past of the
West: cars, industrial power, and
metropolises. At the same time
though, his music is tainted by some
exotic demons, turning all elements
into a ritual, shaking and manipulating
them like puppets on a string.

Anstam‘s music is marked by
darkness. A wide darkness, stretching
throughout a space that is merely
deducible, yet extremely
claustrophobic since it is filled with
many elements. It is as if the listener
was taken to a large and dark room
where he was left to roam and
discover its secrets.
Sounds recalling an out-dated
postmodernity, unexpected tempo
changes, daring emotional
superimpositions…Everything tells the
story of a constant research that
won’t stop, finding its propelling force
in the unpredictable. The journey
represents the right metaphor for
Anstam, who began from traditional
music and came across the frontiers
of electronic music. In his first album,
Dispel Dances, released by
Modeselektor‘s 50Weapons, the
Berliner producer revisits his last

Moreover, Anstam‘s aesthetics
catches the emotional situation while
it’s being created. That’s why the
listeners just want to know what’s
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behind that dark fog that sounds so

mainly focused on patterns of rhythm.
Its goal was to underscore the
precious significance of rhythm. This
phase was all about isolation and
purity. Now, while working with the
Modeselektor label 50Weapons, the
perspective has evolved. Now it is
more about giving that significance a
form and a face, and to dispel a little
its abstractness. Basically, Anstam got
rid of some self-imposed restrictions
in order to dig more and more indepth.

near. A sensation that makes you
happy like a child though extremely
focused and awake, and at the same
time you are aware of the fact that
such situation could vanish and
disappear in an instant.
Claudia Galal: Your first album, Dispel
Dances, was released last October by
50Weapons. Many years have now
passed since you made your first
apparition on the electronic music
scene; why did you wait for so long?
Anstam: Anstam is not a thing that
can be planned. It simply works
unpredictably. There are some
periods, like it has often happened
last year, characterized by a strong
impulse to spread the message, to
communicate, and to inform. Now
Anstam is in a state of intense
research again. However, both

Claudia Galal: Journalists, you know,
love labels. How would you define
your music today?

research and communication are
equally important. Anstamís releases
are always like strange wonderful
things you bring back from a long and
adventurous expedition.

Anstam: To speak like the Prefab
Sprout, Anstam is “my contribution to
urban blues”. There is a problem right
now in electronic music with all those
genres defining electronic music, and
I think this problem has been latent
since the beginning of club music. In
these days it was all about Djing, so
these genres in electronic music are
something for DJ’s. For me this was
always about categorizing music in

Claudia Galal: What is the main
difference between your last work
and your first single hits?
Anstam: The main issue of my work
changed a little bit. The 12″ trilogy
consisting of Aeto, Brom and Cree,
was an exclusive collaboration with
the berlin record store Hardwax, and
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terms of tempo, which makes sense if

Is it so? What does sound represent
for you?

you are a DJ who wants to play music
with the same tempo.

Anstam: Before I started to work with
ìcomputer musicî, a long time ago, I
was coming from the world of
physical instruments. I didn’t want to
change my way to compose or do
music, but I was fascinated by the
idea to make everything on my own,
to have total control not only of any
note but of any effect, of any
parameter at any millisecond.
However, the main problem with that
first material was that it didnít sound
very elegant. The absence of my
fingers playing, touching or hitting
something was and still is the biggest
issue for me when it comes to ìsoundî.
So, instead of using one basedrum in
a beat, I started with 3 or 4 with
different volume and length, or even
filtered. My mania for sound goes on
with a chain of plug-ins that give the
impression of vital breathing and
human behaviour.

That is why most genres in electronic
music are defined by BPM. But
nowadays, if you are a musician or a
composer who decides to work with
an electronic setup rather than some
physical instruments, the music you
produce doesnít necessarily have to
have only one tempo. But then, now
you have the problem to categorize
electronic music using the old
fashioned genres. That is why I refuse
to do it.
Claudia Galal: Where were you mostly
inspired from for your album? Your
music is marked by dark and
emotional sounds: what is there so
great in darkness that fascinates you?
Anstam: In nearly all the things I do,
there’s always the same theme, which
I call the ìJoseph Conradî theme. It
deals with journey, going to strange
places, weird unpredictable places,
dark places. It is about putting
yourself in an abstract environment
with its own logics and laws of
physics. It works like a mirror for your
own condition and cultural
background and it comes always with
a little bit of fear regarding what it
might do to you, of course.
Claudia Galal: In your album one can
feel an “obsessive” care about sound.

Claudia Galal: How do you get ready
for you live performances? What are
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the most important elements to make
a great live set?

though the size and the atmosphere
of the venue play a significant role,
too. Different music needs different

Anstam: Unfortunately, many people
do not understand that playing live
electronic music does not mean that
you must have thousands of
electronic gadgets on stage or have
developed special dance
choreography. The difference
between a live set and a dj set is
simply that in the first case you
exclusively play your own material.
This means that when you are playing
in the club, people have to deal with
you and if you play in front of a bunch
of uninterested people, you can’t win.
This is why the most important part of
my live sets is the musical structure,
during which I play for good hour
paying special attention to drama,
aesthetics and intensity. The structure
of my live sets is always pre
determined, but it is always adapted
to the actual gig. So, if there is enough
time, I do a “dress rehearsal” in the
hotel room to get me in the right
mood.

room and spaces. The Anstam project
works at its best when I play it in a
claustrophobic situations, because the
frequencies used need a lot of space
to swing around in the air.
Summing it up, I think you have to do
your best as an artist, trying to make it
interesting and worthwhile in any
way. But then it’s not possible to
predict what it does to the outside
world.

Claudia Galal: Where do you think the
most interesting things in the field of
international clubbing come from?

All these considerations relate to me

Anstam: If I really think about it, I
must say that 99 % of the electronic
music that heavily influenced me
came or comes from the UK or from

as an artist, but anything happening
beyond is not in my hands as it
depends on many other little
circumstances. As I mentioned before,
people have to deal with you, but
when you play in front of a
disinterested audience, you cannot
really win. Thus, an interested
audience is always a good start, even

Germany. But I am not involved in the
international clubbing scene enough
to say anything with certainty. So,
maybe the big thing happens right
now in Italy. Who am I to know?
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The Influencers 2012: War Through Art
Barbara Sansone

what is taken for granted; by opening
windows on world’s corners that have
close to no chances of expression; and
by creating parallel visions and
realities with which an extremely
variegated and transversal audience
can identify.
The dancing is being opened by
Voina, a radical Russian collective,
composed by nearly twenty artists
who challenge the Russian

This year “The Influencers” had
promised to be a very exciting
festival, but being quite honest, when
on earth has it ever disappointed? Or,
hasn’t it positively surprised those
people who visited it for the first
time? The most original and dynamic
festival of Barcelona is at its eighth
edition in 2012 and, as ever, it’s taking
place at CCCB, from 9th 11th February.

establishment and attack
homophobia, racism and their
country’s totalitarian actions, by
putting on stage outrageous and
provocative performances (the most
famous is the huge penis painted on
the drawbridge in front of FSB’s –
former KGB – headquarter).
According to their principles, they
don’t fight their “Voina” (the Russian
term meaning war) inside the art
gallery, which they consider breeding

The programme, designed by
experienced directors Bani Brusadin
and Eva and Franco Mattes
(0100101110101101.ORG), includes
artists that are hard to ascribe to a
particular movement. They can’t be
identified in terms of their subject or
their use of particular means of
artistic expression. Their common
denominator is the ability to go
against the grain, by using their
creativity and wits, by questioning

ground for “conformist trash”, but
rather at the forefront in towns, in the
mud of ice-cold Russian streets, in
police stations, in clubs, in
courthouses… and in museums, but
not in a conventional way traditionally
used by most artists to distinguish
themselves.
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Influencers festival is taking part in it,
by giving Voina’s members – visiting
Barcelona – the opportunity of
creating here too, as in many other
North American and European cities,
Voina Wanted action.
This year we’re going to see another
star too: Rev. Billy (special guest in
2004), who is coming back after seven
years rich of praiseworthy projects,
such as: his film production of “What
would Jesus buy?” (being screened
during the festival), his nomination as
New York Mayor and his involvement
in “Occupy Wall Street”. For those
people who don’t know him yet, Rev.
Billy is a false preacher exhorting
people to leave consumerism and to
fight for economic equality,
environmental protection and
antimilitarism.

Russia has been wondering for
months how it should behave towards
this well-known and worldrecognised collective, which has been
nominated associate curator of the
Berlin Biennal Exhibition in 2012. It
seems that a repressive policy has had
the upper hand: in fact, a Voina’s
member is now in jail awaiting trial,
another one was arrested in open
violation of the law during a
demonstration, where people
demanded the revocation of the latest
Russian general election, but he
managed to escape from the police
station; another member had to leave
the country and now he’s running the

Rev. Billy’s actions take place in the
streets, in big chain stores or in
shopping centres, and they’re often
accompanied by the multi-ethnic
gospel choir of hisChurch of
Earthalujah, an activists community
led by him and his wife Savitri D. The

risk of receiving an international arrest
warrant.

festival programme is also including a
surprise action by Rev. Billy: people
are going to have fun (and reflect!). In
2004, he went to a Starbucks coffee
shop and licked various parts of it, to
prove that his body rejected it: this
action caused various surrounding
McDonald’s and KFCs to panic and
completely puzzled the police

Following one of the latest arrests,
famous street-artist
Banksy volunteered to pay his bail,
thus drawing media attention on the
collective’s cause and giving birth to a
movement in defence of Voina, which
the most part of the international
artistic community is joining. The
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intervening at the scene.

opened the doors to “Women are
heroes”.
This project, dedicated to women (“as
pillars of their communities,
discriminated in peace times, and
main target in war ones”), was realised
in different countries of Africa,
succeeding every time to foster
virtuous and long-lasting dynamics in
villages and towns.
In order to keep the promise he had

The third great festival protagonist is
the French photograffeur JR, winner
of the prestigious TED award in 2011.
His career in the “pervasive” art field
started when he was fifteen years old,
after finding a camera in the
underground in Paris. JR has gone
from graffiti painted on suburban
walls and terraces, to portrays, by
looking for life behind drama, and
people’s everyday life beyond media
rhetoric.

made to the people who took part in
his project, JR brought their stories
with him while he ttravelling,by
exhibiting them in US and Europe. The
documentation of “Women are
heroes” became a film, also shortlisted
for the Cannes Festival 2010. In 2011
JR was awarded the TED prize and on
that occasion he wished to be able to
involve the world in a new global art
work.

In this way, he started travelling for
projects increasingly in developing
countries, in conflict zones, in poverty
areas, where there aren’t museums or
cultural places. Face2Facein the
Middle East, was the greatest illegal
art exhibition of all time which proved
the equality between Palestinian
people and Israelis, to which the
multi-award winning film
“Faces” by Gerard Massimino was
dedicated; the incredible intervention
into the Brazilian Providencia favelas

Hence, the “Inside Out” project was
born. This project consists in an
exhibition where everybody can show
his/her works. It can be found on the
Web or along worldwide streets. The
Influencers is organising it in
Barcelona during its festival days too:
if you love showing off, there’s the
possibility to see your own portrait
photography on posters, stuck on a
big collective wall.
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relationships with Dutch Intelligence.
The result was an exhibition that
invited to invert the relationship
between the observer and the
observed. Some of her works were
forbidden or confiscated, but Jill was
able to respond with interesting
variations, ideas for thinking, and
material that could be carried on with
her project.
Then we find the personality of Evan

There is a lot of other projects, such as
the one by Jill Magid. She’s a sensitive
explorer of the secrets, authorities
and surveillance, of the emotional,
philosophical and juridical tensions
between individuals and the
institutions in charge of their “safety”.
Jill tries to establish close
relationships with impersonal
structures, by often using seduction
dynamics. She examines remoteworking systems by deleting the
individual; she looks for the fallacy of
their omniscient point of view, their
possibility to have a memory (but
often not to be able to remind) and
their essential role within societies,
which makes them invisible and
intangible.

Roth, a prolific author whose activity
takes manifold shapes: teaching,
collaborations, engineering, gif
images collections, graffiti analysis,
enrichment of public domain and
development of tools for increasing
the awareness of issues regarding
freedom, networks and expression.
Evan’s artistic production is focused
on open source, pop culture and
digital folklore on Web 2.0; it’s based,
above all, on code and the Web
because these are free tools allowing
people to think, create and post a
project in a few hours.
Evan is co-founder, along with James
Powderly, of Graffiti Research
LabFree Art and Technology Lab. The
latter is a network constituted by

Her research has produced texts,
videos, multimedia installations and
stories that often take the form of
love letters. Among her most popular
and most recent projects, we can find
the production of “Article 12/The Spy
Project”: it took her five years to
produce it, by establishing close

artists, engineers, scientists and
musicians whose goal is to enrich the
public domain, by producing creative
and technological works for research
and development at the intersection
between pop culture and free
technology. Among its members we
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These online projects feature Google
pages that are in working order, but
which manifest an anomalous
behaviour like in The Revolving
Internet , The Sleeping Internet and
The Disagreeing Internet; internet
physical recreations such as videos
(YouTube as a Subject, DVD
Screensaver and Performance), or
sculptures (YouTube as a Sculpture) of
distinctive YouTube elements. Dullart
is constantly in search of new ways of
using Web and looks for creative
projects to subvert its rules.

can find high calibre personalities
such as Theo Watson, Aram Bartholl,
Golan Levin, Kyle McDonald and
Tobias Leingruber.
Its latest projects include: “China
Channel”, a Firefox plugin enabling
people to surf the Net as if they were
located in China so that they can
understand what Web censorship
really means; “Occupy the Internet”, a
Web virtual demonstration allowing
people (even those who can take the
streets) to express their opinion; and
“Fuck Google!!!”, a series of projects
produced during Transmediale 2010.

One may smile, but throwing pies at
people’s faces is a respectable activist
practice with its own literature, so
much so that Wikipedia has a whole
entry drawing up a list of famous
figures who were victims of this trick::
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
people_who_have_been_pied. Last
but not least, Biotic Baking Brigade
deals just with this subject: among
their successes they can boast Bill
Gates, San Francisco Mayors Willie
Brown and Gavin Newsom, anti-gay
preacher Fred Phelps, economist
Milton Friedman, the Swedish King
Carl Gustaf and the Canadian Prime
Minister Jean Chrétien.

The Web is also the medium and
subject of Constant Dullaart’s artistic
production. He’s a Dutch artist who
has his headquarter in Amsterdam
and in Berlin, and whose name sound
as an English sentence “constant dullart”. His work consists in exploring the
languages and images circulating on
the Net now, and in changing their
context.

By following the writer, critic, actor
and famous Belgian pie-thrower Noël
Godin also known as “Georges Le
Gloupier”, and his
collective International Patisserie
Brigade, BBB understood that media
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impact on these actions is definitely
greater than the one acquired by
other traditional demonstrations, thus
succeeding in drawing worldwide
attention to environmental and social
causes such as: ecology,
bioregionalism, tailor-made economy
for humans and genuine gastronomy.

activities and on its guests’
adventures.

Sitography:
THE INFLUENCERS
http://theinfluencers.org/
http://www.facebook.com/The.Influ
encers.festival
http://twitter.com/the_influencers
VOINA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voina
http://en.free-voina.org/

For the Barcelona cultural scene,
which runs the risk of becoming more
and more desolate in the near future,
The Influencers festival keeps being a
point of reference not only for local
audience. Don’t miss this opportunity
to spend three days of pure,
unadulterated “clever” fun in the
Catalan Capital City. For those people
who can’t, you can always wait for the
video posting of lectures and actions,
which are in full added on the festival
web page every year; and in the
meanwhile, watch those of the past
festivals. The Influencers obviously
has a Facebook page and a Twitter
account that allow followers to
foretaste festival’s delights and stay
updated on actions, recommended

REVERENDO BILLY
http://www.revbilly.com/
JR
http://www.jr-art.net/
http://www.insideoutproject.net/
http://www.womenareheroes.be/
http://www.tedprize.org/jr-2011-tedprize-winner
JILL MAGID
http://www.jillmagid.net/
http://evidencelocker.net/
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y.net/

http://www.youtube.com/user/cons
tantdullaart

EVAN ROTH

http://net.artdatabase.org/

http://evan-roth.com/

http://therevolvinginternet.com/

http://fffff.at/

http://thesleepingInternet.com/

http://www.graffitiresearchlab.com

http://www.thedisagreeinginternet.c
om/

http://www.lincoln-ocean-victor-edd

http://www.eyewriter.org/

BIOTIC BAKING BRIGADE

CONSTANT DULLART

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biotic_
Baking_Brigade

http://www.constantdullaart.com
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Marta De Menezes. Bio-Art System Analysis
Jamie Ferguson

art research. It’s one that embraces
complexity and could translate into a
deeper understanding about the
historical development and
embedded structures of art and
biology related exploration.
Accessibility to technology,
situatedness, policy effect, and public
response are possible clusters to be
made visible in the artistic tendencies
of her field, and are also factors that
admit challenges and potentialities for
art research in traditional institutions
and elsewhere.

As research in the biological sciences
continues to be no less challenging
and spectacular, the possibilities and
questions at the intersection of art
and biology multiply. The
experimentation happening in new
media, methodology, and practice is
often an exploration in collaboration
and applied knowledge production.
Marta de Menezes has been working
now for a decade with biological
techniques and materials as her
medium, and has often done so in
collaboration with scientists, and in
particular, with biologists. She is a phd
candidate at the University of Leiden,
and the artistic director at Ectopia, an
experimental art lab in Lisbon. By

Jamie Ferguson: I’m interested in
speaking with you about artistic
research. The term is still very much a
compound. Using language from
taxonomy or genetics, it’s a hybrid,
and one in a constant negotiation of
its boundaries, definitions, and also its

recently employing the tools of
analysis in systems biology to the field
of art practice, de Menezes is taking a
reflexive and immersive approach to
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legitimacy. You describe yourself not
as an observer or science researcher,
but as art researcher, where art
research tends to manifest temporally
on the fluid borders between art and
biology and other areas such as
robotics, mathematics, physics, and
ecology, etc. Why is this interface
integral for your research and
practice?

at what seemed to me a complicated

Marta De Menezes: It’s easier!
Research doesn’t have to be at the
border of anything but it is an easier,
effective way to experiment with new
things, if one is looking for things
outside of the obvious sphere…

biology. It seemed lame to keep
calling it all ‘art & biology’ simply
because we are all working in some
way with biology. It’s not enough. I
thought there must be other ways to
analyze cultural data that do not fit
within given formal parameters. Each

data set. Art theory is a confusing
field, as is art, as is my field of art and
biology, and the parameters that we
use to evaluate and assess or study
culture didn’t seem to fit. This is not a
movement in the sense there are
common backgrounds, geographical
or conceptual commonalities
between artists who practice art and

Jamie Ferguson: It’s an approach that
searches for new applications for
knowledge and methodologies something I think research can do
well when coupled with some
experimentation. Yours is a practice
influenced by the way biologists
conduct their own research, and
recently you are engaging with an
analysis of your own work situated in
relation to other works in the field, by
adopting a methodology that derives

is working in its own context, working
with its particular concerns, concepts,
and I was looking for a way to analyze
this.
So I looked at biology where we find
complicated problems that cannot be
solved by a single line of thought,
where many variables and dynamic
input must be considered, where one

from systems biology. Why this
approach? Why look at strategies
pursued by artists developing
artworks in collaboration with
scientists?

needs a systematic analysis. If we
substitute some of the technicalities
that concern systems biologists (ie.
huge amounts of data that doesn’t
seem make sense, that we cannot put
into one bag or compartmentalize due

Marta De Menezes: Mathematical
analysis of complex data, a systems
biology approach, allows me to look

to contamination factors), it is in this
context that the problems I am
concerned with emerge.
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certainly fruitful. I’m trying to express
issues that are known to the realm of
art, such as identity, an old question,
but I want to express a contemporary
identity. Where do I find a
contemporary identity? I cannot use
paint to express cells and molecules
or dna information. It makes more
sense to me to use to biology itself.
Jamie Ferguson: You are concerned
with an analysis of ‘the art practice’,
something you see as yet to be taken
seriously enough by traditional
academics. Are there certain factors
you see as decisive for art research to

Jamie Ferguson: You suggest looking
at the growth of biology as a
discipline in order to better
understand the gradual naturalization
of its promises and consequences; a
fact you say has marked the
development of the artistic discourse
tremendously. An important aspect of
many current artistic practices is
collaboration, and you point out that
this might have developed in a similar
way to the scientific practice. Why is
this way of working fruitful for you?
What are some important aspects? I’m
thinking in terms of possibility,
experimentation and also failure…

exist effectively in an academic
setting?
Marta De Menezes: Well, I think it is
very important it does exist in the
academic sphere. I think art still has
trouble admitting that it produces
knowledge. In our knowledge system
today art has been neglected to
entertainment, even by its own
profession. It is very difficult to
engage in a discussion, a less
emotional one, about knowledge
generation through art. A lot of
people are still unclear of what art is
for, and so the idea of art creating
knowledge is still a very touchy
subject! I don’t think it’s a question
whether it does so or not, but a
question of how, and how this could
become part of academic knowledge.

Marta De Menezes: I look at scientists
who are doing work that is of interest
to me. I’m not necessarily limited by
geography. I look online, I look for my
friends. If I have a problem related to
genetics, for example, if I know
someone in the field, they might tell
me that this is really not their thing
but they might also recommend
someone closer to what I am trying to
develop, and then I go to them. It is

Artists have always done research,
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they produce, the work is displayed

outside more typical academic
realms, with a critical mass of
practitioners in alternative, more
dynamic structures and spaces, those
that have had an integral influence on
the field. You say it’s critical to assess
an institutionalization point, as it has
the capacity to shape the avantgarde. What, perhaps, could a
practical research field look like at this
sort of cross road?

publicly, other artists are affected and
influenced by this work, they produce
something else; there is a build up of
information but it often occurs in very
informal ways. I think we have to
begin to take ourselves more seriously
and see this as a contribution to
knowledge generally, not only
artistically. Art will have to be taken
seriously as a pursuit of knowledge
and advancement to build upon. It is a
very important part of culture, where
culture is based on the knowledge of
the community of its particular time.

Marta De Menezes: I daydream a lot! I
do see that one day it may
happen…You know, I compare a lot of
art to science, art to biology, because
biology is the science field I know
best. A few years ago, I read a great
article about how architecture shaped
the way we do science today. Ideally, I
would try to do the same with art. I
would have architecture change the
way we produce art and research art.
Instead of the science that was being
done in the cellar, as Marie Curie did
for example, eventually research
centres within the university
emerged, places where people could
share material, administrators, space,
management, facilities, machines, etc.

Jamie Ferguson: Considering the
absorption of art and biology and its
practice into mainstream institutions
(which presumably means that the
work has successfully reached some
standard and interest), it’s true that
biological art has only recently been
exhibited and acquired by
mainstream museums and galleries
for different reasons. The peer review
process, however, has to be done

Someone would lead that department
and ensure its developing flow. It was
a slow move of course; at a certain
point one researcher would have a
group in one wing of a building, and
one in another, but today work is
done in more open spaces, they can
see each other, they go for coffee
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don’t think there should be one. One

together, and I think this is how the
dynamics of research changes.

runs the risk of telling others how to
do their work; nobody likes that. It’s

We should…well, there is no money in
Portugal for constructing new
buildings right now, but this would
really change how art is made. Spaces
with a physical connection to where
research is being practiced in
academia, I think, could change
dramatically the way research is being
done in art.

interesting that we like to mix with
each other, but one doesn’t really
want to mix the subjects. Science is
science and scientists are the
contributors to their field, as is with
art. Artists are those who are true to
that set of knowledge. It’s difficult to
change this and I’m not sure it’s
useful. For myself, when I walk into
the lab, I do try to make it interesting.
It has to be challenging intellectually.
These people are thinkers who are
trying to solve puzzles, different than
my own, but if I can give them a
challenging question they will come
aboard happily, and I like them to do
the same for me. If they challenge my
point of view, ask why this way and
not that, then I can look for ways to
make my idea for the project more
clear to the public, to scientists, to
other artists, to art viewers. One does
change perspectives more than
anything else, and this is the best
challenge. Either the scientist changes
the artist’s perspective or the artist
the scientists’. This may have a small
or large impact. One never knows…

Jamie Ferguson: The coupling of art
and biology has for a large part been
developed in collaboration with
scientific research institutions. In your
experience, is science practice
impacted or changed by these
collaborations with artists?
Marta De Menezes: This is a variable.
There is no specific protocol for
approaching the lab and there is no
objective to assign to science and I

http://www.martademenezes.com/
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Thomas Feuerstein: Bio Deception, The
Realization Of An Idea
Laura Capuozzo

her.
The caption says the author, Thomas
Feuerstain, aims to reproduce the
interaction between individual and
collectivity, in other words, our nature
as social animals. However, I wonder
how such construction could
investigate the idea of democracy
through the biological medium.
What does a bio-tech installation have
to do with an exhibition about
democracy? By walking through the
latest exhibition at Strozzina in
Florence, one realizes how
disappointing it is to visit a forcedly
“thematic” exhibition.
Within this place, a temple of
journalistic style and ephemeralily, its
narrative strength being audio-visual
contents, it is surprising and even
disturbing to run into the bare
biological reality. Having Begun with
cartoons, referendums and video
charts, my tour stops suddenly before
a very odd installation: an
agglomerate of test tubes containing
a strange yellowish substance. At first,
I feel disoriented, since this thing has
nothing to do with the show nor with
the other works sharing the room with

For your information, the object we
are speaking about is a bioreactor,
already seen in many bio-tech art
works, from Sterlac to TC&A, and the
substance within is a Physarum, a
slime mold apparently capable to
move at 2 km/h speed.
First thought: this artificial biological
system is not autonomous, because it
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separates the work from its bio-tech
art context, rather than draw the two
things nearer

needs the intervention of human
technology for its creation and
conservation. We should keep in mind
we have some responsibility towards
living beings, be they mammalians or
slime molds, especially when their
existence, as in this case, only
depends on “keeping a concept alive”.
Let’s get to the concept then. By
means of living matter, Feuerstain
wants to “reproduce” human forms of
aggregation, our social systems and
our political organization. In order to
reach the nutritional substance
located in the higher beaker, the
mold’s cells may remain separate or
even aggregate in a “biological whole”
that should represent “human
society”. My second thought, then,
comes from the fact that the artist is
merely “borrowing” an object out of a
scientific lab and using it to describe
an idea.

The utilization of bio-technologies
and living matter, though it is often
associated with its definition, is not
always what defines the significance
of the work. And no doubt this is what
happens to this work. First of all, the
fact that today bio-technologies lend
themselves to creative use, does not
mean that they are used in the same
way by every artist, nor is it sufficient
to “expose” them to create a bio-art
installation.

If the real meaning of this work is the
search for a connection between
democratic principles and biological
events, then in this context political
reflection utilizes science to create

Biotechnologies imply a wide range of
processes and recall a knowledge that
has a transdisciplinary nature:
genomics, bioinformatics, robotics,
proteomics, nanotechnologies. Such
heterogeneous disciplines lead to
different artistic result, sometimes
distant from each other and not
joinable under a unique definition,
often conveying different messages
and concepts.

some kind of art. In this sense, even
the relationship between art and
(bio)technologies exists in a sociopolitical context.
This is an aspect to be kept into
consideration when describing some
recent bio-artistic practices. At the
same time, for different reasons, it
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One must take into consideration that
bio-tech art, as Jans Hauser, one of its
most known theorists, points out, was
born to try and give an answer to
questions of usage of biotechnologies
and their effects on society. There are
many artists who think social and
ethical questions are fundamental in
the field of artistic expression, yet in
the bio-art field, even though such
commitment is important, it is not
underlined by all through spectacular
(and questionable) works: some get
very close, they representing it.

Real bio-tech art is neither illustrative
nor subjugated to science. Even if the
integration between biology and
visual arts is often a path open to
creativity and experimentation, it

However, when talking about bio-tech
art, there is an important distinction
to be made between what is
“metaphorical” and what is
“objective”. It goes without saying
that some practices have more to do
with “science staging” than doing biotechnologic art. Speaking about
Parlament, the staging is an end in
itself. Such work has to be considered
a “metaphor”, despite its biological
part. By limiting itself to “formal
invention”, it merely represents

must not be the only criteria defining
such activity, or unifying such
practices under a unique definition.
That’s why, in my opinion,
biotechnologies must not be
considered only “sources of
instruments to the art use”, but also
“sources of inspiration” for art.
The role of real art, as a matter of fact,
is to investigate the nature of
technologies and propose questions
about their effects, thus establishing a
continuous and useful discussion.

http://www.strozzina.org/
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Israeli Center For Digital Arts. The MiddleEastern Side Of Art
Silvia Bertolotti

Israel, not far from Tel Aviv, its capital
city. Specifically, to Halon where the
Israeli Center for Digital Art is based.
It is the one and only center dedicated
to digital arts and new media. The
Center was founded in 2001 with the
purpose to promote digital arts and
other artforms in Israel. It is also
focused on encouraging dialogue
between artists and audience, and
among (Israeli and international)
artists.

We already know that in the heart of
Middle East the digital language is
spoken. By this I refer to projects like
Bidoun (http://www.bidoun.org) a
platform created in 2004 and
forerunner presence for local arts and
culture, promoter of editorial,
educational, curator activities, but
also events, workshops,
performances, and an online record of
avant-garde media. Other examples
are projects based on dialogue and
other multicultural aspects such as
Luminal Spaces
(
http://liminalspaces.org/?page_id=50
/) an artistic platform creating a
dialogue among different artists,
activists, researchers coming from
Palestine and Israel.

Events and projects at the Center
mainly deal not only with
contemporary art, but also with net
and video art, as well as with other
different kinds of installations. Indeed,
one of its guidelines is the interest for
digital culture and all its effects and
expressions deriving from its
relationship with contemporary art.
That results in a really wide range of
activity.

In particular, our journey leads us to
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American main stages, especially
when it deals with areas like the
Middle-East, rich of history, culture,
creative potential, opportunities, and,
unfortunately, struggle.
In order to better understand the
inspiring and operative guidelines of
the Israeli Center for Digital Art, we
have interviewed Eyal Dalon, director
of the Center.
The video archive
http://www.digitalartlab.org.il/Archiv
eIndex.asp is extremely interesting. It
is available on the web site and
collects videos by mostly local, but
also international, artists that have
collaborated with the center. These
videos are accurately classified by
name, country, and artistic theme.
The archive includes 1750 entries
among video art, sound art, movies,
and documents of performances and
installations. Many of these works are
linked thematically through questions
of identity, militarism, and
nationalism, as well as other sociopolitical issues relevant to the region.
Digital Art Lab also hosts the project
Mobile Archive
(
http://mobilearchive.digitalartlab.org.
il) presenting the archive in the form
of an open library format where
videos and works can be published.

Silvia Bertolotti:How did a Center
dedicated to digital arts got created
and what is its story?
Eyal Dalon: The original idea was to
create a new media center in Holon. It
was in 2001, when a new era of
modernization and planning took
place in Holon based on newly born
institutions focused on childhood. We
thought to open a new media center
dedicated to technology and art that
could be part of that modernization.
The Design Museum, the
Mediatheque, and other institutions
are the result of such process.

It is always interesting to see new
scenarios and contexts coming from
outside of the European and
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Silvia Bertolotti: Whatís the most
difficult and challenging part of daily
work at the Center?

fundamentalism. In 2012, a long
project started in 2011, will be
concluded. It deals with historical
opportunities that have been missed
and forgotten, and factions inside the
Zionist movement. Such factions
diverge drastically from the main
Zionist ideology we know today.

Eyal Dalon: During the years, the
Center has been developing a range
of different platforms like the archive
of videos, residencies, online radios,
exhibition areas, training programs,
and, during the last two years, a big
project based in a neighbourhood of
Holon ñ Jessy Cohen. Intended as a
public art space, this project
represents a big challenge for us. It
takes a new way of conceiving the
role of art, teachers, collaborators
from other centers, social workers,
citizens, with the goal of initiating
collaborations with them. At the same
time, we need to work in the field of
art in order to attract artists willing to
work on the project, especially those
artists who are not used to be socially
involved. This is important to
understand our task. All this, including
the fund-raising, represents the main
challenge and the main interest of our
center.

The artists have been asked to gain
information about these stories using
an archive weíve opened at the
Center. Subsequently they would try
to produce new works of art for the
future of Israel. The idea is to reintroduce imagination into politics
and offer new chances for the future.
We are also thinking about developing
our project in Jessy Cohen as a part of
a network of art centers working with
the same means, but in different
neighbourhoods.

Silvia Bertolotti: Tell us about the
future projects you are working on.
Eyal Dalon: We are planning a new
series of exhibitions for 2013. We’ve
started working on a two-year project
with the Sao Paulo Jewish Cultural
Center that is focused on
evangelization and religious
movements of Jewish

Silvia Bertolotti: Is there a particularly
successful project or event of the past
you recall?
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Eyal Dalon: We cannot mention a
single project, of course. In these
days, we are working on a book
celebrating the first decade of the
Center. We will publish again the texts
of the main exhibition of the past
decade. Such texts reflect our policy
as curators, our main inspiration that
can be described as the attempt to
create an art that can be part of
reality, even if we can totally change
it. Such an idea was supported by
Galit Eilat, our former president.

Silvia Bertolotti: Whatís the Centerís
relationship with European and
American scenarios?

Silvia Bertolotti: Whatís the impact
and influence of local culture, politics,
and society on digital arts?

Eyal Dalon: We donít have as many
contacts with the USA. Since 2003, we
have been trying to create contacts
with art centers working in socialhistorical contexts similar to ours.
Since we live in Israel, that meant we
needed to find areas affected by deep
ethnic and political struggles. Of
course, we have tried to collaborate
with countries of the former Eastern
Europe, Balkan area, and Middle East.
It led to several exhibitions, projects,
and contacts we still keep today.

Eyal Dalon: I think we are living in a
moment of great changes, which are
evolving as we speak. The influence of
communication technologies on
Israeli society ñ and surrounding
societies ñ is crucial. It is not possible
to foresee what all this will lead to. I
think that the impact on the field of
digital art is going to be more and
more evident, since it is a field
showing slower reactions. Never mind
if we are talking about real time

Silvia Bertolotti: Tell us about the
main activities of the Center.

technologies, as Paul Virilio says.

Eyal Dalon: The main activities are 4
exhibitions a year, the Mobile Archive
project, ìMaarvî, our online magazine
published simultaneously with the
exhibitions
(http://www.maarav.org.il/), lour
online web radio online
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(http://www.halas.am/), programs of
residence, training programs,
workshops and, of course, the project
organized at Jessy Cohen.

Eyal Dalon: ìHalasî is an online audio
platform. It is more similar to a
constant sound installation, than to a
radio. But it is also an archive of all the
broadcasted programs as well as the
recordings of all the lessons and
workshops presented at the Center.
So, it is an important means to
communicate our activities. The
ìMaarvî magazine was published last
year simultaneously to our
exhibitions. Its curators are editors
too, and we often invite writers to
widen the range of subjects covered
by the art works hosted during the
exhibitions.

Silvia Bertolotti: As for
communication projects, would you
tell us about “Maarv”, you online
magazine, and “Halas”, your web
radio?

http://www.digitalartlab.org.il/Index.
asp
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The Transformation: Of Curating: Three Terms
Alfredo Cramerotti

given society (either in terms of
conformity or antagonism), it is no
longer the case now. Today, criteria
for economic achievement and
wellbeing are no longer sufficient for a
proper comprehension of phenomena
such as, for instance, the ‘clash of
civilisations.’
We need to re-address our referents
in cultural, and I dare to say, even
aesthetic terms. It is telling that
multinationals and businesses reinvest their profits in cultural and
artistic projects in order to create a
‘culture’ that can travel beyond
national schemes and monetary value
– a way of fidelization of the customer
with enormous potential.

The text is a revised version of an
essay published on switch, an event,
project, and book that archives the
first three years of an artist-led
project by Triona Ryan & Harald Turek
in Nenagh, Co. Tipperary, Ireland. It
began in 2008 as a ground up
approach to showing contemporary
works of moving images in a small
town located in a rural context, a
conversation between artists,
audiences and artworks taking place
outside of the big city and adapting to
the rhythm of smaller places. –

http://www.s-w-i-t-c-h.org
Cultural production is increasingly at
the forefront of how we understand
the world we live in.
While 50 years ago the economic
mechanisms were the main referent
for our experience as members of a

In this context, the work of the
curator, or that of the editor, acquires
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particular relevance since not only it
produces and mediates the work of
the artist/cultural producer and
contextualizes it in a bigger picture,
but it also generates the very
conditions for its sustainability and
ultimately helps to establish its social
and political relevance. In time,
curatorial practices first developed a
‘taking care’ trait to make sure
artworks were available and
accessible; then it has expanded its
grasp on life in order to make art
relevant, and a practical tool to
understand stories and situations, not
only to contemplate them.

efficient and practical tool to both
spread and host knowledge. After
years of arguments and experience,
I’d say exhibitions can be a precious
host of knowledge. But a lot depends
of the way they are delivered.
An artistic event, in its ideal form,
would allow the reader to make
her/his own story out of the material
offered. This rarely happens, and I
include my artistic and curatorial work
in this critique. It’s far more common
to have a certain line of exposing
things; alternative types of (political)
information, or proposing a different
narrative. In any case, exhibitions do
read things differently to mainstream
sensibility, inviting the viewer to read
along.

Like artists, many curators feel they
cannot leave research into and a
commitment to social and political
meaning outside their practice, and
therefore engage with structures of
production and distribution outside
the specific constraints of art.

However, it would be crucial not to
pass on to the visitor, or reader,
something we consider important as
statement. It’s true we’re all here
because there are things we want to
say, and that we want to make it
public. But to transfer knowledge to
someone ‘unacknowledged’ might
ultimately result in a sort of inverse

Three different concepts, I believe, are
important in order to take hold of
contemporary curating: participation,
time and shifting (of perspective and
understanding).

propaganda.

1 – Partecipation
As curator and director, I’m
responsible for the programme of a
publicly funded art institution in the
UK. I used to be sceptical about the
format exhibition. I thought that a
book, for instance, would be a more
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I wonder what is the aim of
participation in art (curating and
making)? Does it allow participants
(artists and audiences) to read each
other knowledge at the same level –
in a mutually beneficial way? I admit
the difficulty of putting into practice
the awareness mentioned above. To
reach a point in which everyone is
equally ready to perform, might take
more than what art and literature are
capable of. It might take time, a lot of
time. To get each other’s knowledge,
we have to get access.

A public becomes a participating
audience when it takes the liberty to
add something to the narrative
offered by the work of art, the
documentary film, or the journalistic

To get access, we ought to generate
points to enter and participate in
cultural production and discourse;
find the key to enter, and possibly
more than one. Passion is one key. Irit
Rogoff speaks about passion as a
principal means to get access. Passion
for something is what unlocks the
potential in the spectator and
producer (artists, editors, curators,
etc.) alike.

reportage. As an audience member, I
would like to be able to analyse the
relation between ‘what happened’
and its representation, be it a video
projection in a gallery or an article in
the morning paper. There is no gap
between producer and audience,
since each part knows something the
other doesn’t know. That’s nothing
new.

Necessity may be another key
element. Less physical necessity than
social necessity. The push to go

(Umberto Eco in 1962 based his essay
on the ‘open work’ on the same
argument. Jacques Rancière followed
up. And so on.) What’s important is to
is
stress that awareness the essence
of participation. An artwork, or a
curatorial project has to prove, if any,
one thing: there is no need to fill a
gap, since the gap in knowledge is the
normal condition, and not something
to correct.

beyond the values of the environment
within which we grew up. The
question of access cannot be
separated by that of the gates, and of
the gatekeepers. James Rifkin wrote
an entire book on that; he gives the
examples of the book as the
metaphor for the gatekeeping policy:
anyone can write a book (provided
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s/he has access to the means), but
will stumble upon the first
gatekeeper: the publishing
house/Internet bookseller that can
distribute the book. Once passed the
first, there’s the second gatekeeper:
the editor/marketing person. S/he
might never grant access to the book,
for whatever reason (economical or
ideological), therefore blocking
access.
2 – Time

If even the second level were to be
passed, our author will get across a
third level: the reviewer/critic (in print
or online), who might never review
the book, therefore denying the book
to a potential audience. This is how it
works, in publishing. Isolated cases of
successful bloggers and works
‘discovered’ online are only confirming
the rules, not (yet) subverting them.

Delaying or anticipating the act of
decoding information can lead to the
re-appropriation of aspects daily life.
Acting and being implicated through
art in a non-synchronized way is an
act of critical engagement rather than
a cognitive act. For instance, reading
an old daily broadsheet can actually
give you a chill, whether out of fear or
excitement, about how history – as
the historicization of facts and
opinions through mainstream media
outputs – is an ongoing construct. I
partake in this process only if I decide
to seize some distance and use this
‘gap’ to constantly undermine and
reconstruct its proceedings.

Interestingly, these considerations are
published in a book. For James Rifkin
the metaphor doesn’t really work.
What about exhibition curating then?
Is it a gatekeeper or a point of access?
An opportunity or a limitation? I
wonder, in the case of curators and
curating, which role can harness
passion to push that gate. And which
one harnesses necessity.

Here, curating and curators can be
highly effective in proposing
narratives that embrace this timespace distance and seriously consider
an artistic reading of reality – the here
and now seen tangentially. Indeed
this puts what has been said, done or
thought into a wider perspective,
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which in turn allows space for ‘lateral
thinking’. This extra layer of thought
ultimately informs and gives insight
into what to do next, rather than what
was done before. In treating the
reality of the world as a series of
constructed events, I reinvent my
daily reality. I read any landscape, fact
or situation as though it were an
artwork.

possibility of something can I try to
change what is important (for me). It
is a matter of connecting what I
already know with what I do not
know, placing the new (old) in timesequence with other knowledge. If
we, as interested public, accept the
opportunity to ‘develop’ this or that
topic in time, as part of our own story,
we activate a sort of witness process,
and we become audience(s).

To show an image that does not
reveal its content but refers to
another time, something else outside
the picture; and to not show an image
at all in the actual time of the viewer’s
engagement can both be wealth in
terms of curatorial practice. It is
important to open up the possibility
of seeing something different in what
is told, not claiming to tell, ‘what is all
about,’ but rather proposing a
selection of reading possibilities. To
read life in non-real time is not a
matter of fabricating (the present),
documenting (the past) or imagining
(the future) but simply about
embracing one among the many
possibilities of awareness; being
aware is the essence of participation –
see first section above.

By accepting the relativity of time, I
embrace the idea that life is not so
much about who I am now, but who I
will become – it is projected towards
the future rather than an agency of
the past.It is a question about how I
choose to think of myself; by
extension, how artists and audiences
think of themselves while producing,
engaging or fruiting of an art
exhibition. Nobody possesses time,
neither can one dispose of it; s/he can
only inhabit it wholly. In this moment,
while you read these words, I am your
time. We are never really able to
remove ourselves from within it.
Today’s reality becomes not a fact to
be understood but rather an effect to
be produced, in which you and me are
embedded.

I reiterate here that we start to get
closer to the core of our reality not
when we represent it (or absorb its
representation) but when we consider
it as a possibility among many others
and not as a given, irreversible fact.
Only when I engage with the
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the capacity to consider what it is that
they are intended to see, read or hear
and in which way is intended to be
experienced. I subscribe to this. I’m
sceptical about curatorial projects
(including my own) where I tend to
see the authorial position excluding
the antagonistic space, or the
possibility of shifting perspectives;
where the content and the way of
experiencing it is dictated, either by

3 – Shifting (of perspective; thus,
understanding)

the artist, the curator, the set-up, the
interpretation material or other.

Let’s consider finally the role of the
curator/editor as a service-provider in
the cultural industry, and open the
discussion about its potential, its
benefits and also its contradictions. As
an artist, one embraces the challenge
to engage with communities,
however physical or incorporeal;
present, past or future, using a variety
of media, venues and methodologies.
As a curator, one is engaged in
creating and taking care of the
situations originated to determine and
allow the artists’ work – realising a
project interdependent on audience,
artists, work and medium. This turns
out to be an exhibition, festival,
symposium or other ‘platforms’ where
audiences have actually a complex
control over the content. Curators,
artists and producers’ perspectives
will be tested, subverted and used
‘against them’.

Curatorial agency not only has to raise
questions but also inhabit the
problem and being skilled in
problem-definition. One effective
method to achieve this is to
decentralise a field of inquiry, shifting
ideas across multiple borders –
physical and metaphorical. In my
experience, a fruitful approach is to
expand the existing boundaries of art
by introducing another system, say
science, law, or mass media. These
channels are a site for artists and
curators to push boundaries beyond
comfort zones and commit to new
ideas making them readable,
accessible, distributed and diffused. It
is also important to discuss the
intention of these ideas, and forms of
contamination, to the audiences.

The viewer, reader or listener owns
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and artists, who want to effectively
work with an audience rather than for
one, would be in a more relevant
position if they pursue collaboration
with other systems of a given society,
rather than expecting the ad-hoc
opportunity while working within the
art world. Reciprocal influences are
not foreseeable and will depend,
crucially, upon a significant reception
by the audience.

The bottom line is that both curators
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Bio (Elettromagnetismi) E Corpo Immateriale
Mitra Azar

vedente e visibile, nella quale l’uno si
genera dall’altro in un processo a
semiosi infinita dove il vedente si vede
visibile, e il visibile si vede vedente[2].
E’ la nozione di campo a far luce sulla
tra(n)sparenza del postmoderno e a
mettere in crisi la fisica meccanicista e
la filosofia cartesiana, nella quale la
percezione é riconducibile ad
un’azione per contatto[3]: esso, infatti,
è un (a)luogo di interazione a distanza
nel quale “un élément physique n’est
pas discernible par lui-même, mais
par sa position. [...] De même ce n’est
pas la propriété ‘individuelle’ de
l’électron, mais sa place dans une
matrice, qui determine le sens du
phénomène”[4].

L’elettromagnetismo è l’interfaccia
immateriale che permette lo scambio
delle informazioni nell’ambito di
comunicazioni prive di un supporto
tra emittente e destinatario, o meglio
nell’atipica presenza-assenza di
questo (im)materiale che non si vede
ma c’è, legittimandosi in virtù della
propria capacità operatoria. Si tratta
di un fenomeno che si allaccia
all’ambiguità del segno in relazione
alla sua trasparenza metafisica o
tra(n)sparenza postmoderna, perché
in esso vediamo il principio fisico
dell’accelerazione dei flussi di
informazione, nei quali si realizza la
presa di coscienza del farsi-segn-del-mondo e la perdita del mondo
come sostanza.

La radiazione elettromagnetica
trasferisce alla materia energia e
quantità di moto. Se il primo effetto è
b [5], il secondo crea una frattura con

L’elettromagnetismo si occupa
dell’interazione tra fenomeni elettrici
e fenomeni magnetici [1], che ci
ricorda la doppia presa speculare tra
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d’un coup. Dématérialisation de l’objet

il senso comune che pensa al moto
come a una prerogativa dei corpi
materiali, e che distingue tra materia
ed energia [6].

Nature” [10].

Di campo parla anche la filosofia della
Gestalt,nella quale “la mia percezione
non si limita a registrare quanto le
viene prescritto dalle eccitazioni della
retina, ma riorganizza queste in modo
da ristabilire l’omogeneità del campo.
In generale, dobbiamo intenderla non
come un mosaico, ma come un
sistema di configurazioni” [7]. Allo
stesso modo “ciò che determina
l’impressione di colore che proviamo
in un punto circoscritto del campo
visivo è lo stato eccitatorio globale del
campo visivo; ciò che determina
l’impressione di un peso che alziamo
non è soltanto la tensione del gruppo
muscolare immediatamente legato al
sollevamento del peso, ma pure il
tono di tutto il resto della
muscolatura” [8].

Un campo agisce a distanza nel senso
che è una considerazione globale o
una media ponderata degli elementi
che lo compongono in vista di un
equilibrio: il fenomeno
elettromagnetico è dovuto non
all’oggetto ma allo spazio in cui si
trova [11] e nel quale si propaga come
una radiazione variabile all’interno di
uno spettro che va dalle onde radio
alle microonde, all’infrarosso, alla luce
visibile, all’ultravioletto, ai raggi x e ai
raggi gamma [12].

In generale i campi, intesi come
”spazi[i] vitali di un organismo o come
totalità degli eventi possibili [9]”,
quindi come sistemi naturali,

“À mesure que se développe la
technoscience, les prothèses se
multiplient et se complexifient. Elles
nous restituent des vibrations (des
messages) hors de notre portée:

sfuggono alla rappresentazione: “il est
impossibile de restituer visuellement
la matrice d’un élément quand il est
soumis à quatre variables ou plus. Il
faut alors faire une analyse par coupe.
La plupart des systèmes naturels
dépendent d’un très grand nombre de
variables. Ils ne sont pas
représentables dans leur ensemble

spectrographies d’étolies invisibles,
radiologies, scanners, microscopes
électroniques,
cromatographies…Anciens ‘éléments’,
anciens ‘récepteurs’ déclassés. Les
messages courent sur toutes les
longueurs d’onde, à des vitesses
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Per rilevare il biomagnetismo,
considerate le bassissime intensità
[15]alle quali si manifesta, sono
necessari strumenti sofisticati
costruiti sui principi della meccanica
quantistica. In essa, secondo il
principio di indeterminazione di
Heisemberg, le particelle vengono
descritte come onde di probabilità
nelle quali esistono coppie di variabili
il cui valore non può essere
conosciuto simultaneamente con
precisione arbitraria [16]. Si giunge a
coppie di osservabili incompatibili
nelle quali la conoscenza completa di
uno degli elementi comporta la
mancata conoscenza dell’altro [17].

parentes de celle de la lumière” [13].
È l’immaterialità di queste onde a
permettere le telecomunicazioni: ”la
surface de la planète s’hérisse
d’antennes plongées dans les champs
de propagation, elle se couvre de
réseaux de transmission des
informations” [14].
L’ambiguità del segno associata alla
radiazione elettromagnetica é
amplificata, in epoca postmoderna,
dalle tendenze derappresentative
nelle quali la smaterializzazione della
sostanza in flussi invisibili di
informazioni porta sia a mitizzazioni
trasparenti, sia ad un bisogno di
opacità, o effetto ombra, nel quale
rendere percepibili i fenomeni
immateriali che ci circondano: in
questo senso l’elettromagnetismo
diventa lo spunto per delle
considerazioni estetiche sul rapporto
tra arte e scienza, in analogia a come
Les
Lyotard lo affronta ne
Immatériaux
.

L’istante, quindi, è coglibile solo se
accettiamo di perderne una parte, in
accordo ad una concezione filosofica
del tempo nella quale il momento in
divenire non esce dal flusso temporale
e non è osservabile né misurabile in
termini assoluti da un soggetto
dominante: fisicamente l’istante è
quantificabile in base alle variabili che
manteniamo costanti, ma in questo
modo non ne conosceremo le altre

L’elettromagnetismo organico è
quella forma di elettromagnetismo
prodotto dagli organismi viventi: esso
è ancora ambito di ricerca e
sperimentazione scientifica e dunque,
perché no, possibile fonte di
sperimentazione filosofica e artistica,
secondo l’indicazione lyotardiana che
su di esse scommette nell’assenza dei
garanti che ne giustifichino l’azzardo.
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“l’ombra non è destinata a tramutarsi
in luce e la cosa è, nella sua totalità o
nel dispiegamento pieno del suo
senso, sempre assente” [19].

perché ad una successiva misurazione
esse saranno imprevedibilmente
diverse.
“Exsistence simultanée de temps
différents. Présence du différé et
absence de l’immédiat. Le temps n’est
pas unique ni linéaire, chaque instant
déploie d’un coup des moments
multiples. [...] Le grand enjeu:
raccourcir le différé entre la réception
du message et sa restitution utile,
opérer en ‘temps réel’. [...] On
rencontre ce paradoxe : on a beau
aller très vite, l’istant présent reste
insaisissable” [18].

I metodi per captare il campo
elettromagnetico cerebrale si rifanno
alla meccanica quantistica: nella
risonanza magnetica nucleare (RMN),
ad esempio [20], si perturba il campo
elettromagnetico del paziente e si
agisce sugli spin [21]del nucleo
dell’idrogeno, registrandone su
bobine la risposta elettromagnetica
[22]. Da essa otteniamo digitalmente
l’immagine morfologica del nostro
cervello [23]: è questo il momento che
ci riguarda, cioè quello della
produzione di segni-immagini che
intrattengono con noi e con il nostro
corpo un rapporto di particolare
internità.

La meccanica quantistica ha qualcosa
a che fare con il dissidio lyotardiano
come incapacità delle proposizioni ad
accordarsi in un universo omogeneo
di frasi, e ricorda il comportamento
dei giochi linguistici in termini di
alternative per le quali non esiste una
regola di sintesi comune. Essa spezza
quella tendenza metafisica all’olismo
gnoseologico e al desiderio
trasparente che vuole se stesso
manifestandosi nel tutto, tendendo
così all’illimitato. L
a tra(n)sparenza della libido
lyotardiana, al contrario, invoca
l’opaco come zona d’ombra
necessaria al suo manifestarsi, e si
pone al di là di ogni misurazione da
parte dell’ingranaggio del referente
consolidato per corroderlo dall’interno
alimentandone le quantizzazioni:

Se ci liberiamo dei funzionalismi
operatori associati alla loro origine,
queste immagini invocano delle
riflessioni sull’essere immagine del
corpo perché rivelano la loro
vicinanza-appartenenza alla carne del
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mondo-trama, che ci dice la
comunanza tra corpo e mondo come
orizzonte espressivo di una
“reversibilità sempre imminente e mai
realizzata di fatto” [24].

condiviso ma sconosciuto [27].

Il risultato di questi esami è inciso su
un cd-rom ed è fruibile dal paziente
che si può approcciare alle immagini
in questione con un occhio diverso da
quello clinico del medico, perché
disincantato rispetto alle implicazioni
tecniche e funzionali dell’esame [25]e

Le immagini derivate
dall’introspezione non invasiva delle
tecniche mediche amplificano il
paradosso di cui si nutre il segno [28],
come mostrano le immagini di
risonanza magnetica, della tomografia
computerizzata (TAC) [29]o della
ecografia (ECG) [30], nelle quali si
incarna la tra(n)sparenza del segno. Il
fascino di fronte ad esse va oltre la
tendenza tecno-metafisica alla
decifrazione completa del reale come
linguaggio sempre traducibile in un
linguaggio noto, perché “connaître
consiste à déchiffrer un objet.

in questo senso assorto da una forma
di (ir)riflessione tra(n)sparente con se
stesso. Ma nonostante questi segni in
particolare intrattengano una
reIazione di stessità con il soggetto
che li guarda e dal quale, attraverso
codici digitali ultraumani [26], si
generano, il paziente a cui si
riferiscono non si riconosce in essi più
di quanto non si possa riconoscere
uno qualunque.
In queste immagini si mostra
l’isomorfia del segno e la propria
cristallinità atipica, sia vitrea che
opaca: se da un lato queste
visualizzazioni ci appartengono
nell’ambito di una relazione interna e
fisica, dall’altro non le riconosciamo
nel senso che non le possediamo
perché di fronte ad esse non siamo in
grado di rivendicarne l’appartenenza.
In questo senso sono delle immaginievento perché sono in noi ma non le
incontriamo come nostre, e perciò ci
spossessano come un boden estetico

On presuppose que celui-ci est un
message, et qu’il est donc ‘écrit’ dans
une ‘langue’, un code [matrice].
L’attitude rationaliste : trouver la
matrice de phénomènes
apparemment indéchiffrables ou
incomparasables” [31].
Nelle immagini tecnoscientifiche
l’algoritmo numerico che le genera
può rivelarsi spunto estetico oltre la
rappresentazione: il referente diventa
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un pretesto carico di senso perché
riguarda la fisica interna del nostro
corpo, con la quale è forse possibile
“rendre sensibile l’implication de
l‘invisible dans le visibile. […] Aspect
précaire de la ‘chose’ vue. Incertitude
qui se réfléchit sur le sujet voyant :
n‘est-il pas invisible à lui-même sans
le secours de quelque matériel
speculaire?” [32].

Cartesio, ‘vedono con le mani’. Il
modello cartesiano della visione è il
tatto” (M. Merleau-Ponty, L’occhio e lo
spirito, op. cit., p. 29).
[4] - J.-F. Lyotard, T. Chaput, Les
immatériaux, Album et
inventaire,Inventaire, op. cit.

[5] - Mi riferisco alla nostra esperienza
col Sole che, emettendo una
radiazione elettromagnetica, ci
riscalda.

Note:

[1] - “Un campo di induzione
magnetica variabile in modo
opportuno concatena a sé un campo
elettromotore variabile in modo tale
da concatenare a sé un campo di
induzione magnetica variabile, in
modo tale da concatenare a sé un
campo elettromotore variabile, e così
via” (M. E. Bergamaschini, P.
Magazzini, L. Mazzoni, Fisica 3, Carlo
Signorelli Editore, Verona 1993, p.
208).

[6] - Anche Lyotard definisce la
materia uno “stato metastabile
dell’energia”
(cfr. J.-F. Lyotard,
T. et
Les immatériaux,
Album
Chaput,
inventaire, Album
, op. cit., p. 6).
Senso e non

[7] - M. Merleau-Ponty,
senso
, Il Saggiatore, Milano 1962, p.
69.
Psicologia della forma
Dizionario di , cit.
[8] - Katz,
filosofia
da
N. Abbagnano,

[2] - Cfr. M. Merleau-Ponty, Il visibile e
l’invisibile, op. cit., p. 155.

, Utet, Torino 1971, pp. 29-30.
Dizionario di
filosofia
[9] - N. Abbagnano,

[3] - Per Cartesio anche la visione era
un fenomeno di contatto: “da questo
punto di vista, la cosa migliore è

, op. cit., p. 107.
Les
immatériaux,
Album
[10] - J.-F. Lyotard,
T.et
Chaput,
inventaire,Inventaire,

pensare la luce come un’azione per
contatto, simile a quella delle cose sul
bastone del cieco. I ciechi, dice

op. cit.
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unità di misura della densità del flusso
magnetico, dell’induzione magnetica,
della forza del campo magnetico).

[11] - Nel caso del campo
elettromagnetico, interazione tra
campo elettrico e magnetico,
osserviamo sperimentalmente che
avvicinando una bussola ad un filo

[16] - Ciò è contrario alla meccanica
classica, nella quale la conoscenza del
valore delle variabili coniugate a un
dato istante permette, attraverso
equazioni di moto, di predirne
l’evoluzione.

percorso da corrente elettrica l’ago
della bussola tende a disporsi in
posizione trasversale rispetto al filo,
dimostrando che una corrente
elettrica genera un campo magnetico:
“se la corrente che fluisce nel filo è
corrente continua, cioè costate in un

[17] - Si elimina così la differenza tra
particella ed onda tipica della fisica
del XIX secolo, dando fondo al
potenziale inespresso
nell’elettromagnetismo
sull’indistinzione tra materia ed
energia. In meccanica quantistica lo
stato di un sistema è descritto da una
funzione d’onda il cui modulo quadro
fornisce le distribuzioni di probabilità
di tutte le proprietà misurabili, cioè
delle osservabili. Se l’evoluzione
temporale di un sistema quantistico
presenta le caratteristiche tipiche
delle onde (fenomeni di interferenza e
diffrazione), all’atto della misura viene
osservato un comportamento
corpuscolare: la materia non viene
rilevata come un flusso continuo ma
divisa in quanti (cfr. la voce
“Meccanica quantistica” su
www.wikipedia.org).

certo periodo, anche il campo
magnetico sarà costante. Grazie a
questo tipo di esperimento si arriva a
costruire una teoria unitaria per i
fenomeni elettrici e magnetici” (cfr. la
voce “Elettromagnetismo” in
www.wikipedia.org).

[12] - Per un’analisi delle
caratteristiche di queste onde
rimando a M. E. Bergamaschini, P.
Magazzini, L. Mazzoni, Fisica 3, op. cit.,
pp. 222-225.

[13] - J.-F. Lyotard, T. Chaput,
immatériaux, Album et
inventaire,Inventaire,
op. cit.

Les

Ibidem
[14] .
[15] - Il campo elettromagnetico
generato dalle cellule è circa un
millesimo di quello terrestre, e si
picotesla tesla
misura nell’ordine dei
(
:

[18] - J.-F. Lyotard, T. Chaput, Les

immatériaux, Album et
inventaire,Inventaire, op. cit.
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[19] - R. Diodato, Estetica del virtuale,
Mondatori, Milano 2005, p. 113.

magnetizzazione totale.[…] Dopo
l’impulso gli spin dei protoni
tenderanno a tornare al loro stato
iniziale di allineamento lungo il
campo; tramite una bobina ricevente
viene misurato l’andamento della
magnetizzazione nel piano
perpendicolare al campo magnetico
principale” L’effetto delle bobine di
gradiente è quello di modificare la
in
frequenza di risonanza dei nuclei
maniera dipendente dalla posizione
spaziale
. (cfr. laibidem)
voce “Risonanza
magnetica” su
.

[20] - I sensori della RMN sono
costruiti con materiali
superconduttori. I migliori possiedono
temperature d’attivazione più basse e
quindi più facilmente raggiungibili, ad
esempio attraverso l’azoto liquido,
economico e facilmente disponibile
(cfr. la voce “Superconduttore” su
www.wikipedia.org). In queste
condizioni un superconduttore si
comporta da diamagnete, cioè espelle
il campo magnetico dal suo interno.
Caratteristica che cito perché si può
visualizzare con una immagine
d’impatto: una stanza da laboratorio
nella quale osservare una grossa
pastiglia di superconduttore lievitare
sopra un magnete anche per anni.

[23] - Nella risonanza
magnetica i
Squid
sensori sono degli
fatti
di
Squid
materiali
superconduttori.
Superconducting
Quantum sta
Interference
Device
per
array. Essi
costituiscono l’
sensoriale di un
sistema multicanale per la misura del
campo magnetico cerebrale generato
dalle correnti neuronali. Attualmente
l’Argos 500 è il sistema con il maggior
numero di canali: 495 sensori di
misura e 14 di riferimento (cfr.
www.perseo.cib.na.cnr.it).
Il visibile e
l’invisibile
[24] - M. Merleau-Ponty,
, op. cit., p. 163.

[21] - In meccanica quantistica lo spin
è il momento angolare intrinseco
associato ad una particella. Differisce
dallo spin della meccanica classica
perché in essa è associato al
movimento della particella (cfr. la
voce “Spin” su www.wikipedia.org).

[22] - “Il principio di funzionamento
consiste nel sottoporre il paziente ad
un forte campo magnetico statico; in
esso gli spin dei protoni all’interno dei
tessuti tendono ad allinearsi alle linee

[25] - Ciò a patto che l’angoscia per il
risultato dell’esame non ne inibisca la
relazione.

di forza […]. I tessuti vengono a
possedere una leggera
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[26] - Come osserveremo, le tecniche
per ottenere immagini di questo tipo
sono uniche e rappresentano lo stato
dell’arte in ambito clinico-medico.
Comunque sono tecniche che
sfruttano scale di grandezza diverse
da quella umana e ribadiscono che
l’uomo non è più misura di sé e del
mondo anche per quanto riguarda lo
studio del proprio corpo.

di un fascio di raggi X che attraversa
tale corpo. Essa varia in modo
proporzionale alla densità elettronica
dei tessuti attraversati, cioè alla
distribuzione spaziale degli elettroni
nello strato corporeo preso in esame
(cfr. la voce “TAC” su
www.wikipedia.org).

[30] - Al contrario della TAC,
l’ecografia non utilizza radiazioni
ionizzanti ma ultrasuoni, e si basa sul
principio dell’emissione dell’eco e
della trasmissione delle onde
ultrasonore (tra 1 e 20 MHz) che hanno
maggior potere risolutivo
dell’immagine e che penetrano meno
in profondità nell’individuo. Queste
onde sono generate da un cristallo
piezoceramico inserito in una sonda
mantenuta a diretto contatto con la
pelle del paziente con l’interposizione
di un apposito gel che elimina l’aria tra
sonda e paziente e permette agli
ultrasuoni di penetrare nel segmento
anatomico esaminato. La stessa sonda
è in grado di raccogliere il segnale di
ritorno che viene elaborato da un
computer e visualizzato su uno

[27] - Rimando alla definizione di
evento data nel capitolo introduttivo
in relazione alle ipotesi di immortalità
genica e di distruzione totale.

[28] - Non possiamo infatti andare al
di là del segno; eppure in qualche
modo lo facciamo sempre, pensiamo
all’esistenza di cose, quando vediamo
solo immagini, cioè rappresentazioni
di cose (cfr. R. Fabbrichesi-Leo, I corpi
del significato, op. cit., p. 156) . Ed è
vero, “il simbolo da solo sembra
insoddisfatto” (L. Wittgenstein,
Grammatica filosofica, La Nuova Italia,
Firenze 1990, p. 79).

[29] - La TAC (tomografia assiale
computerizzata) è una metodica
diagnostica per immagini che sfrutta
radiazioni ionizzanti (raggi X) e
consente di riprodurre sezioni
(tomografie) corporee del paziente
con elaborazioni tridimensionali.

schermo (cfr. la voce “Ecografia” su
ibidem).

L’immagine del corpo da studiare
viene creata misurando l’attenuazione

immatériaux, Album et
inventaire,Inventaire, op. cit.

[31] -Ibidem.
[32] - J.-F. Lyotard, T. Chaput, Les
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Kristoffer Gansing. Talking about transmediale
2012
Marco Mancuso

The theme of this edition was
“in/compatible“. With the theme
“in/compatible“, the festival probes
the productive and destructive sides
of incompatibility as a fundamental
condition of cultural production. To be
in/compatible means to refuse a
quick return to business as usual. It
means to instead dare an investment
in the unusual: aesthetic, ambiguous
and nervous expressions of politics

Transmediale is just finished. The
2k+12 edition of the media art, design
and culture Berliner festival took place
rom 31 January until 5 February at the
wonderful Haus der Kulturen der Welt,
one of the most important European
leading centre for the contemporary
arts in Tiergarten.

and technology that are contingent
with the dark sides of network
culture.
As everyone attended the festival
noticed, The theme has been
developed through an exhibition
(curated by Jacob Lillemose with the
title “Dark Drives. Uneasy Energies in
Technological Times”) a video
program (curated by Marcel Schwierin
with the title “Satellite Stories”) a
performances calendar (curated by
Sandra Naumann with the title “The

As usual, it was a rich program of
symposia, workshops, special events,
exhibitions and performances,
Digicult as media partner of the event,
took the chance to interview the new
artistic director Kristoffer Gansing. I
met him at transmediale head office,
at Podewil / Kulturprojekte Berlin last
December. It was the chance for a
long chat about the new directions
and targets of the festival and himself,
his background, ideas and critical
thoughts

Ghost in the Machine”) a symposium
(with the title “in/compatible:
systems | publics | aesthetics”) and a
series of special events under the
“reSource for transmedial culture”
new initiative, curated by Tatiana
Bazzichelli and developed in
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collaboration with CTM/DISK and the

respected the heritage of the
transmediale as an event inbetween
video, computer-based arts and
critical media culture while at the
same time introducing some new
impulses.I can tell you that I was a bit
surprised when I was chosen: I
applied for this job as a kind of
wildcard, as I’m not very established
in out the political cultural dynamics
of Berlin.

Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien, as
an interface between the cultural
production of art festivals and
collaborative networks in the fields of
art and technology, hacktivism and
politics.

Marco Mancuso: You have a
background experience also
connected to performances…
Kristoffer Gansing: Yes, while
teaching new media art and
aesthetics at K3 School of Arts and
Communication. I worked between
Sweden and Cophenagen as a curator
and researcher, expecially connected
to performances and audiovisual
projects. Together with the artist
Linda Hilfling, I organized a festival
called “The Art of the Overhead” that
challenged the idea of new media
artists working only with digital
technologies, invting performative
artists working with old technoolgies

We have discussed with Kristoffer
Gansing about all these subjects, and
much more.
Marco Mancuso: I would like to start
to know more about you and to
introduce you to Digicult’s readers.
What is your background and how
have you become the new director of
transmediale? What are your feelings
towards this new position?.
Kristoffer Gansing: It is of course a
great challenge and opportunity at
the same time. I do not want to go
into detailed speculations about the
selection but can say that basically it
was the transmediale advisory board
who took care of this process. The
idea behind was to give a new life to
the festival, a re-start which

and expecially overhead projectors. It
was a festival that built on the field
ofmedia archaeology. Not the least
through this festival I came into
contact with many artists coming
from Germany and Berlin, and so was
involved in starting exchanges
between them and artists from
Denmark and Sweden.
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Therefore we dropped the idea of an
award, concentrating on the thematic
approach to the exhibition, the
different programme strands and the
new reSource project. I wanted to
have a sort of routine also in the
organisational structure and on this
side I am mostly working with people
that know the festival already. That
was the only way I had to go in and to
understand better how to organize
such a big festival like transmediale.
Besides, it is a great team!

Marco Mancuso: In which part of the
program and structure will the the
festival be different from the previous
editions? How have you worked on
the program, which has been your

Marco Mancuso: Speaking about
conferences, meetings and the
theoretical side of the festival, and
witnessing also the first re:source
event organized by Tatiana Bazzichelli
in Berlin, I sense that the approach is
to break the rules between what is
more academic and what is more
connected to the undergrond of
media studies and media art. It
sounds like a very interesting and
challenging approach, in a way…

approach and how have you tried to
give a different direction to the
festival itself?
Kristoffer Gansing: The next edition of
the festival will still be somewhat
classical as a transmediale festival, in
terms of format. There is the video
programme, the conference,
workshops etc. Of course it will be
different because I am a new person
on the job and will bring my personal

Kristoffer Gansing: Yes, the
transmediale conference programme
was traditionally never a properly

taste into it, often involving a dose of
humour while still tackling issues
seriously of course. Apart from that,
we are launching a new platform
called the reSource which is supposed

academic one even when it was
involving highly qualified researchers.
For example there is no peer-review
process and call for papers but amore
curated, event-like conference. I
wanted to challenge this format a bit,
creating a greater interplay between
the more academic type of research
conference and the event conference.

to also run festival related projects
throughout the whole year. What has
been most important is to have a
curatorial coherence from early on in
the process and to focus on this
process.
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So in the reSource project, we
organised together with the DARCDigital Aesthetics Research Centre of
Aarhus University and the Vilém
Flusser Archive of the Berlin University
fot the Arts, a pre-festival PhD
conference which was a more
traditionally formatted research event
but which will also have a less
traditional output at the actual festival
–
http://www.transmediale.de/festival
/resource

different days and moments. We
wanted to have a more narrative
approach: this will be experimental,
because we will have 3 different
chairmans responsible for the
moderating of the 3 different
sections, present the whole day, who
will try to provide a coherent
commentary speaking with the
invited theorists, researchers and
artists –
http://www.transmediale.de/festival
/conference
Marco Mancuso: As you said before,
this year you have worked with a
curatorial staff. A group of guest
curators that worked with you as
artistic director. Why, have you
decided to work with these specific
curators?
Kristoffer Gansing: It was natural for
me to work with people that I knew
before. The exhibition Dark Drives –

Marco Mancuso: Also speaking about
the panels, let’s speak more about the
concept of the festival. This year,
transmediale speaks about
“in/compatible” in terms of systems
(social, economic), publics (political)
and aesthetics (the artists response).
Of course, it seems as if the three
areas will be very interconnected….

Uneasy Energies in Technological
Times, I wanted a sort of bridge
between the media art and the
contemporary art scene and Jacob
Lillemose was the first choice for me.
The exhibitgion is conceptualised
differently from the classic media art
exhibition, not being an overview of
the latest art-pieces. This was the first
idea, that through Jacob’s efforts now
has also changed into a more
cultural-show, reflecting on the
possible interconnections among
culture, media, history and art of

Kristoffer Gansing: Yes, all the three
sections of the panels will be very
interrelated, with different issues
developed during the day. We didn’t
want to separate the items for
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course.

strong historical presence, celebrating
the fact that the festival started out as
a video festival. Every contemporary

For example there is a listening
station where you can listen to
popular songs related to the
exhibition, as cultural phenomena
related to the topic. Pictures from
photographers collected on Flickr are
also not properly media art pieces, but
are works that give a cultural
approach to art itself. Apart from the
works in the exhibition, the whole
festival also features many projects
more or less commissioned by the
festival, shown for the very first time –
http://www.transmediale.de/festival
/exhibition

video programme will be introduced
by a video coming from the festival
archive. Overall, there will be a strong
“video” presence in the festival this
year: on the one hand, reflecting the
return of analogue video aesthetics,
on the other hand the concrete
screening of late 1980s and early ’90s
video art.
It’s interesting to see how, in many of
these videos, TV is the main media to
criticize: from the very first video
programme (Re-enactment
Videospiegel, 1988), TV is seen by
artists as something they love and
hate, in the same way the artists do
today with social networking
technologies. It’s important to have a
continuum perspective, to understand
the social impact of techologies, how
they’re influencing artists’
imagination, how they’re
experimenting with new and old
technologies. Also for this reason, in
the video programmes, some of the
videos are shown in their original
formats, on Umatic even –

Marco Mancuso: And, what about the
video program? Can you tell me more
about it?

http://www.transmediale.de/festival
/video

Kristoffer Gansing: The video
programme Satellite Stories, is
curated by Marcel Schwierin. He has
put together several contemporary
video programs, connected to the
“in/compatible” concept of the
festival but he also worked on a

Marco Mancuso: What also about
Tatiana Bazzichelli and the reSource
programme?
Kristoffer Gansing: The intention is to
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put transmediale as a presence in
town, in the city of Berlin. To create a
network with the artistic and cultural
branches in town. transmediale
should also be a resource project, not
only something that sucks energies
and money once a year, but that tries
to create networked strategies with
artists and studios in the city. We have
commissioned work, residencies, we
want to be a platform to disseminate
and co-produce works. reSource will
not only be academic but it has both a
research branch and an artistic
branch, as an interdisciplinary hub. It
has to work with academic and
hacktivist institutions, and artists
groups and project spaces in Berlin. It
should also serve as a basis for
collaborations with ctm festival –
http://www.flickr.com/photos/trans
mediale/sets/72157628110643935/

Things seems to be positive and

Marco Mancuso: The theme of the
festival “in/compatible”, reflects on
what is happening today in terms of
political, economical, social aspects.

http://www.transmediale.de/content
/incompatible-curatorial-statement

negative at the same time, cultural
and social objects seem to be in a
constant challenge. What is surprising,
and what I consider interesting as a
curatorship operation, is that all the
program of the festival reflects this
pure tension among elements….
Kristoffer Gansing: First of all, thank
you. Yes, at the beginning I thought
about the incompatible theme
(without the slash) to reflect on those
things that dont’ work together.
Technologies deeply incompatible
with social, economical, political
aspects of our lifes on one side, and
technologies that pushes to make
things compatible on another side. At
the end, I decided to put the slash in
the title (in/compatible), to make
clear how the artists always tries to
work with these tensions between
things and approaches, as they are
attracted by incompatible elements
as opportunities to go further and to
redefine this tension, or also to stay
freezed around it, to pause and reflect
on how later to modify systems and
situations. -

http://www.transmediale.de/
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Perspective Dizziness. Francois Vogel’s Images
Giulia Simi

night dreamy breakfast, Stretching
(2009), where the relationship with
architecture goes through a sort of
“urban gymnastics”, or Terrains
Glissants / Slippery Grounds (2010), an
eccentric travel journal where urban
landscapes and unsoiled places
alternate with each other through
poetic stereographic projections.
In order to enter François Vogel’s
visionary world, we need maybe to
remember that fear and astonishment
we felt facing, as kids, the deforming
mirror labyrinth at the carnival fair.
The experience of our distorted
image, perpetually multiplied and
seen from all perspectives, was an
unstoppable vertigo hard to watch.
Those wonders gave us some
adrenaline fancy – for five minutes
and a penny – of a 360-degree view,
able to embrace the world by
breaking the frame and finding its
hidden out-of-view.

François Vogel is a French
photographer and filmmaker. Each
time he is defined in many different
ways: “Baroque Wizard” of video [2],
or “Cosmonaut of Images” [3]. He
easily moves between the world of
communication as well as the
independent video scene by
producing commercials, music videos
and other award-winning short films
known on an international scale. The
latest Invideo Festival edition
dedicated a retrospective to him [4],
thus giving us an occasion to closely
watch his extraordinary work, in
which deformation and perspective
dizziness are often used in
combination with stop motion and
time lapse techniques.
Among his famous works we can find
the virtuous self-portrait Cuisine /
Kitchen (2007) produced during a
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after starting scientific studies, which
he left immediately, he enrolls in the
Decorative Arts Academy in Paris.
From that time on, he starts testing
many techniques in order to open
reality to every possible
interpretation: from pinhole cameras
that he builds by himself, to the glass
balls he uses for most of his video
shooting, up to software for 3D
modelling. As a researcher, inventor,
Something similar happens to the
French artist’s visual research. Vogel
tells us that when, as a child, he
arrived along with his family in front
of Notre Dame Cathedral for the first
time, he fell to the ground, so that he
could see as much as possible,
“everything at once” [5]. It was that
kind of collapse of vision that only the
falling of the body, the abandonment
of the upright posture and the front
view are able to cause. Hence, he was
still a child when vision and world
representation were already
something more than simple interest
to him.

image maker, Vogel uses plenty of
devices. He is continuously playing
with the representation of reality, in
an attempt to take it to its most
extreme limits, to expand it from
within and to turn it upside down.
If much of his visual deformation
reminds us of surrealist
experimentation – and it’s no accident
that the Czech film maker, Jan
Švankmajer, is one of his favourite
authors – we need to look into the
baroque vision with its wide angles
and anamorphosis, to find the
aesthetic reason for Vogel’s
research. [6] Here, classical
perspective is brought into question, a

“It was a dream, a childhood dream”,
he answers when I ask him about how
his artistic career started. The passion
for drawing takes him from an early
age, not yet a teenager he makes
animated films with his father’s super
8 camera, he meets and fall in love
with the visionary works of M. C.
Escher, who is still one of his main
aesthetic points of reference, then,

challenge to representation is playing
out, and imagination and geometric
calculus combine with each other to
create (im)possible worlds.
In order to understand his research,
which has embraced photography,
films, video and installations for
twenty years, we need to start from
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sophisticated software of image
processing at their disposal. What
does it mean to work with the pinhole
camera?

the technique that is not only the
beginning of his creative career, but
also its true essence: pinhole
photography. The just published book
“A New Treatise on the Pinhole
Camera”[7] gives us a retrospect
where we can admire not only his
photographic works of the first
Nineties, but also various models of
his pinhole cameras, along with
detailed drawings for the preparatory
geometric calculus of shots.

François Vogel: Manyartists use it in
their current works. This technique
has never been very popular, maybe
because it really has a ìprimitiveî, not
technological, side. Itís a kind of Arte
Povera into the photographic field. On
one hand there is obviously an
economic reason, a pinhole camera
can be made using a shoebox, but, on
the other hand, it also offers an
alternative way to take photographs.
ClichÈs canít be ìstolenî using this
techniqueÖ You need to take more
time, the duration of exposure is very
long, framing is less controllable, you
often need to move closer to your
subject, and sometimes the device
has to be put right on it.

My conversation with FranÁois
Vogel†starts from here, from this
choice for photography without a
camera.

Even from an aesthetic point of view,
the grain of the image is different:
image, in fact, is not evenly exposed.
There is that kind of pinhole clarity:
everything is defined from zero to
infinity, but at the same time

Giulia Simi: The pinhole technique is
based on the famous mechanism of
the darkroom, invented centuries
before photography, used by painters
such as Canaletto and, according to
recent studies, even by Caravaggio.
Thus, itís an ancient practice that
seems to be a charming anachronism
in the hands of artists who have

everything is slightly blurred. The
thing I love the most about using
pinhole cameras is that I can play with
perspective. Rays of light shift in a
straight line from the photo subject to
the sensitive plate, by being filtered
only through air. I find this sort of
geometric purity fascinating. If you
think about it, itís not very different
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from space representation technique
in a digital environment.

reality and I especially love whenever
an osmosis between the subject and
its capture device takes place. For
example, when I take a picture of a
cactus, Iím interested in its circular
geometric shape, and thus I imagine a
tool able to give spherical

At the beginning of 3D there was a
kind of virtual pinhole camera
capturing the scene, not just an
optical system. Iím working a lot with
software and I can firmly state that
the way I digitally operate on images
comes from pinhole technique. Many
of my short films seem to be shot by
means of a virtual pinhole method. †

deformation focused on the centre of
the cactus. During my first
photographic experiences I used to
shape my own photographic tools to
adapt to the photograph I had to take.
The geometry of the subject oriented
the one of my photographic device. In
my shorts I often use digital
technology, but I havenít forgotten
how I used to build tools by myself.
When I edit my images on the
computer, I often get the impression
that Iím modelling photographic
plasticine! Itís like Iím massaging the
sensor of my machine.

Giulia Simi: Shape deformation is a
constant in your practice and through
all your work. A careless glance might
ascribe it to a great effort of post
production, but, in fact, already in the
techniques of shooting, and before
precisely in the pinhole photography,
your practice is deeply rooted in the
body, the gesture, the handcrafted
work, which allows you to prepare the
scene and build the right tools to
capture images …

Even the shooting is made with future
image deformation in mind. Often,
since I work with ultra-wide angle
lenses, everything must be very close:
the character is very close to camera
or to the video camera that, in turn, is
very close to the scenery. The space is
very condensed to the extent that
things nearly touch each other. The
scene can give a sense of ìcosmonaut

François Vogel: Iím really charmed by
those devices that allow you to catch

of imageî effect.
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constant. Itís a sort of ìmÈnage ‡ troisî
as you described earlier, which is
deeply embodied. Something like that
also happens in Slippery Grounds,
where you cross metropolitan spaces
or places immersed in nature. Once
again, the performative aspect is very
stressed.
François Vogel: Sure. In Slippery
Grounds there is a sequence where I
Giulia Simi: It’s just like what happens
in Kitchen…

cross the entire city of Manhattan by

François Vogel: You’re right, Kitchen
was made using a camera shooting
the image of a kitchen, mirrored on a
glass ball on top of a glass in the
middle of my worktop. It was a whole
single take: the camera took
photographs every two seconds, so I
was obliged to move much more
slowly.†This allowed me to think
about the right movements to make
in order to place objects considering
the post-production phase. We need
to think that in a 360-degree shooting
nothing is hidden, the out-of-view
concept does not exist. This means
that you must carefully check the
position of each object and every
minimal movement. ìKitchenî can
actually be considered a sort of
choreography.

used is almost the same as in
ìKitchenî: I used a camera that was
taking pictures at regular intervals, by
taking a shot every three steps.
Moreover, I had all my equipment for
filming reflection through a glass
sphere. ††

shooting from dawn till dusk for 15
hours without a break. The technique I

Giulia Simi: Thatís right. Your
technique which, together with your
wide-angle lenses, gives you the 360degree vision, a key concept in your
research.
François Vogel: Iíve always been
charmed by reflections, even by those
of bath taps. I like asking myself
questions about how we represent
the surrounding reality. We move into
a three-dimensional space that later
we transfer on a flat surface, like the
image one. There are so many ways
for making this transfer! And by now
we know that there are more than

Giulia Simi: Then, we must always
interact with the space. The
relationship among bodies,
video/cameras and mise-en-scËne is

three dimensions.
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to my own projects!

Notes:

[1] – This is the title of the interview –
published in Bref, No. 95, Nov-Dec
2010, with François Vogel by Donald
James.
Giulia Simi: The last question is about
your relationship with the advertising.
Youíve actually produced a lot of
commercials for mainstream brands
like HP, Sharp, Lexus, in which you still
succeed to experiment with
interesting linguistic solutions. What
kind of relationship have you
established with the advertisement
industry and how do you combine it
with your artistic practice?

[2] – Jean-Michel Galley defined him
in this way in his text “Nouveau Traité
du Sténopé”, cit.

[3] – On that occasion the videos
ìCuisineî (2007), ìRiante ContrÈeî
(1996), ìLe bruit de la vrilletteî (1992),
ìRue Francisî (1997), ìReady Made –
LIVE@THE ENDî (2002), ìAfter the
Rainî (2008), ìTournisî (2006), ìRÈbusî
(2008), ìStretchingî (2009) and ìThis
Thirstî (2011), were projected. Cfr. for a
report on†Invideo XX1 the article
published in No. 70 of this magazine::
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=2229

François Vogel: I really love my
advertising job. It involves travelling,
meeting people and it also allows me
to shoot with big equipments and,
last but not least, to finance my own
works. But thereís also the other side
of the coin, that is: you canít keep the
product and this is frustrating. Then,
this is a disposable art: it lasts a few
weeks and then it sinks into oblivion.
Sometimes, when producing a series
of commercial in a row, and not being
able to work on my projects, I feel
overwhelmed by a surge of
depression. Itís in that exact moment
that I realize I must stop and go back

[4]

– Nouveau Traité du Sténopé,

cit.

[5] – FranÁois Vogel himself states in
the above mentioned interview by
Donald James: ìIn the great
opposition between Baroque and
classical art as an author I take the
side of Baroque.î
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[6] – Op. Cit.
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Enter The Void. Director’s Cut
Fabrizio Fogliato

autistic daughter.
In Carne, where the shock effect is
gradually built through the use of a
martial soundtrack and the rapid and
the film’s nervous editing, we can
already see – starting from its credits
(which, during an alternate montage
full of dark humour, show the butcher
chopping meat and the autistic girl
watching Blood Fest by Herschel
Gordon Lewis), all those theoretical
and filmic features of Noé’s future
style, which later found their
apotheosis into the smug and
provocative Irreversible (2002).

Upon completing his studies, Gaspar
Noé had the chance to shoot two
black-and-white short films:
“Tintarella di luna” in 1985 and “Pulp
amère” in 1987. The first simply tells
the story of a woman who leaves her
husband for her lover, while the
second shows a man attempting to
rape his wife, as he listened to the
radio that rape can be an act of
profound love: perhaps, it is in this
exact moment that the poetics of this
Argentine filmmaker was born.
In 1991 Noé shot a 40-minute film
entitled Carne, produced with some
friends and through his partnership
with filmmaker Lucile
La Bouche de JeanHadzihalilovic (
Pierre
L’Ecole
Carne
[1995],
[2003]).
tells the story of a horse butcher who
wants to take revenge on a man he
mistakenly believes to have raped his

Flashes of poetics’ excess – well
conceived and examined –can be
found in his first feature film Seul
contre tous (1998). Until that moment,
they had appeared jumbled together
by a chaotic and provocative mise-e98

-scène, carried out by indecisive and
awkwardly played works that aimed
at an effective yet provisional
sensationalism. On the contrary, in
Irreversible, although we’re talking
about provocative poetics, Noé did his
best to put his theoretical apparatus
into action: in his film performed by
the couple Bellucci/Cassel, by wryly
aping the Kidman/Cruise couple in
Eyes Wide Shut (1999) by Kubrick, the
filmmaker used the Rape & Revenge
genre as architrave around which to
lay the foundations for a warning
against a society drift that bears
inside class violence, racism and
cerebral primitivism.

on the use of artifices to reach an
ecstatic pleasure state, as Noé
confirms: “the structure of Enter the
Void actually draws its inspiration
from the one inside the Tibetan Book
of the Dead, but we didn’t follow it to
the letter. The events following one
another represent the reconstruction
of what Alex explains to Oscar, i.e.,
the journey stages of the departed
soul before reincarnation.
At the end of the film, however, we
discover that Oscar’s spirit actually
floats on a small-scale model of Tokyo
and thus, not on the real metropolis. It
also can be seen that Alex comes out
of his mother’s womb, so it has
nothing to do with reincarnation. (…)

According to Noé, these elements – as
a blasphemous trinity – are going to
replace the Holy one, made up of love,
brotherhood and solidarity. Thus, the
meaning of the film isn’t in the film in
itself, but lies in its heart-rending and
painful shot that examines the
irrevocable time smashing every act,
every emotion to smithereens. Bodies
are objects and acts are never
accomplished in a film whose intent
isn’t to capture spectators’ eyes, but
to drive them away.

So, strictly speaking, there isn’t an
adaptation of the book, as many
people believed, by mistakenly
considering me a devout Buddhist.
Through Enter the Void I tried to lead
spectators to a hypnotic state, as if it
deals with a dreamy journey. (…)
Tokyo is a more appropriate
metropolis for space-age films than
Paris or New York. As in Hong Kong,
there are a lot of huge skyscrapers in
Tokyo, which allowed me to let my
camera constantly flying above roofs.
Moreover, Tokyo enabled an
interesting representation of the drug
phenomenon. There, one can’t joke
about such a subject” – Laure
Charcossey, Enter the Void – Interview
with Gaspar Noé, nocturno.it*

The same concept is – even more
radically – pursued through the
overwhelming film Enter the Void.
Despite its appearances, it isn’t based
on anything Buddhist at all, but
privileges the form over its content. In
it, s contradictory issue is unravelled
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impossible point of view of
orgasm, it’s haunting and
monomaniacal in its never-ending
length, yet so awfully charming that it
becomes a visual experience that has
little or nothing to do with cinema.
This happens because the
provocations are left in the
background thanks to a dazing,
hypnotic and blunting form that – as a
bad-trip – penetrates the viscera of

Life is like a spiral circling in space
without interruption. Existence is like
a circle where life and death touch
each other. The indefiniteness of the
visible is shown by means of
stroboscopic devices. The last
moments of a man’s life transcends
the dream. This is a bulimic odyssey
full of images, sounds, colours,
harmonies, bodies and objects, driven
asynchronously on purpose, and run
through by epidermic overtaking, and
by alienating and bold representation.
The redundancy of plongée shots
show the city from the top and make
it appear like a huge flipper, where
human lives are flung left, right and
centre like scattered marbles.

the human mind and sails the “purple
rivers” of body, by composing a
lysergic and dystopic symphony of
colour, and by turning earthly
existence into an eternal interference
between a (potentially endless)
alternation of states of mind and
existences “lived” (again) in parallel
dimensions.
The subjective point of view,
recognisable throughout the film, is a
filmic representation of the flow of
consciousness: that’s why the shot
isn’t a typical subjective one, because
the slight shift it realizes makes it a
pseudo-subjective one. The
protagonist’s look at reality, therefore,
is disconnected from the of the
spectator’s. This film does not deal

Enter the Void is all the elements
above and then some: it isn’t always
consistent, sometimes it’s smug in a
narcissistic way, at other times
chaotic and boring (the endless night
peregrinations of m.d.p. macchina da
presa/movie camera), gratuitously
provocative, like when it shows the
aborted fetus, or when it stages the

with a subjective shot winking at the
model (as Noé himself stated) of
Robert Montgomery’s Lady in the
Lake (1947), but rather with a process
within which spectators see more (but
not necessarily better) than Oscar
does.
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Although we can find the use of
blinking, added to image sequences in
order to increase the link between
spectator and character, the film
never succeeds in making the
narrative artifice plausible (no doubt,
this is its biggest limit), because of the
absence of a reverse shot (in the
presence of a fake subjective shot)
causing indefiniteness and alienation
makes you feel awkward. What for
everybody is a limit, paradoxically, for
Noé is a norm, because, as it happens
in the case of “Irreversible”, even in
Enter the Void the filmmaker’s intent
isn’t to capture spectators, but rather
to destabilise them.

reviewer/censor) to let themselves go

It’s clear that those people who
obstinately persist in defining Gaspar
Noé‘s filmic style puerile and/or
pointless, don’t really understand his
theoretical background and don’t
succeed in thinking beyond the
appearances of his (undoubtedly
imperfect and indecisive) films,
maybe because they don’t have the
sensitivity (i.e., to give up his role of

the “Anémic Cinéma” archetype, void
of every literal sense, but filled with
form and colour.

to the fluctuation of the image and to
the blurred flow of sounds and
chromatism. They anchor themselves
to the (always absent on purpose)
narrative texture of his films
instead.Gaspar Noé’s utopian and
praiseworthy goal consists in drawing
– using images – a grid whose
coordinates are space and time, as it
is shown at the beginning of Enter the
Void, with its astonishing credits
“shot” to the relentless rhythm of
stroboscopic frames, on top of a
pounding techno soundtrack.
His declared goal is to do storytelling
abstraction, in order to abandon
oneself to surreal and lysergic
atmospheres and follow the
psychotronic and psychotropic
dynamics of the “Anémic Cinéma”.
Enter the Void revisits Marcel
Duchamp’s work (1926) at a
theoretical and conceptual level. It
consists of – in a Duchampian style–a
series of revolving shots, constituted
by spiral circular motions, but not by
concentric ones; it aims at becoming

Drug is the device enabling this
process, and sex is the means for
natural achievement (in contrast with
the lysergic one) of a hyperbolic and
suspended sensory state: trip and
orgasm, according to Noé, are in fact
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the only real and earthly ways out for
trying to live life after death. The
filmmaker uses an almost nonstop
alternation of long takes (some of
them true, others [re]created with
CGI/Computer-generated imagery),
because he wants to keep and bind
present, past and future existences of
an inner circle of people together,
whose behaviour is determined from
time to time by what happened/was
established in the past (everything is
shown through a backwards path
made of a dream into a dream, into
another dream…)

The three clubs appearing into the
film: “The Void”, “Sex Money Power”
and “Love Hotel”, symbolise the three
paradigms (drug, money and sex) of a
trinity replacing the religious one (this
is a choice of the “divine and
immanent” look of shooting). They are
also three non-places, where the
contemporary man’s escape from a
life burdened with too many
responsibilities and needs to be able
to survive without taking drugs, takes
shape.

“The Void” isn’t only the work’s title, it
is the name of the club where Oscar is
killed and the word that appears in
“impact” font to replace “The End”
writing at the closing of the film: the
void is the earthly existence of a
city/world, turned into a small-scale
model. If the floating souls wandering
above the roofs of Tokyo and
inhabiting Noé’s sharp
phantasmagoria belonged to flesh
and blood humans who foolishly and
pointlessly got themselves killed, this
happens because their feelings are
Oedipic-incestuous and their greatest
ambition seems to be the pursuit of a
fictitious and fake happiness.

Love Hotel, theatre of the long sharp
and stroboscopic sequence stuffed
full of Huxley-an and hard-core
references, is a Chthonian place in
which sex materialises in its highly
imaginative shape, i.e., an
infernal/celestial and space-age
vision within which genitals throbs
with colourful light, and orgiastic
intercourse appears traversed by
hallucinatory and psychedelic bursts
of light.
This sequence, a spin-off of Protege102

Moi hard music video made by Noé
for the rock band Placebo in 2003,
shows humans preoccupied with
consuming a compulsive and aseptic
sexuality, pornographic because it is
deprived of every possible emotion; it
represents the end of the journey
before death and (re)birth. The “Love
Hotel” comes immediately after the
“Money-Go Go Club” and the “Void of
Drug”: these three clubs simply
symbolise the chain that imprisons
men in the pain of existence.

cycle never ends. According to Noé
(nomen omen), end doesn’t exist, only
the void does, it’s up to every
spectator to decide what this is.

It’s no accident that in the film there’s
a continuous coming and going of
past, present and future traumatic
situations, alternated with rare
moments of happiness and joy,
because this is the representation of
the ups and down of every person’s
life, and also because in the visionary
and magniloquent intent of such a
piece of work like Enter the Void (with
the benefit of hindsight, a sort of
sharp version of Three Life), Is
contained the research of the
definitive point of view: Oscar
becomes pure look (the divine one
that is also truly and transcendentally
subjective), only when he dies and his
soul leaves his own body.

Kirlian’s research for Gaspar Noé’s
“Enter The Void”
by Thorsten Fleisch
(http://fleischfilm.com/)
Filmmaker Gaspar Noé commissioned
me to do electrophotographies
identical to those I used in my film
“Energie!” for his film “Enter The Void”.
He saw my film and was thinking
about a similar effect for “Enter the
Void”. He had already finished
shooting his film and he was at the
post-production phase. So, he invited
me in his office in Paris to talk about
his idea for some specific special
effects he had in mind. There, he
showed me some of his footage and
explained to me that he was thinking
about having a vibrant electric aura
around the genitals in the last film
scene, during which some

That’s the reason why then, he can
experience a highly imaginative
journey that in 165 minutes tries to
turn cinema into a magnificent and
hyperbolic celebration of life: from
birth to death, by showing how life
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wrapped an aluminium foil around
them. After shooting 30,000 volts
through them, I got letters “bursting”
with electricity on photographic
paper. After finishing his film, Gaspar
decided to have a different effect for
the aura ones. Now, it’s more a
smoke-like effect and a less vibrant
one.

protagonists are having sex in a Tokyo
love hotel.
There was another macro-scene of a
penis inside a vagina, during the
moment of ejaculation. He was
imaging this scene by using electricity
too. He also asked me if it was
possible to create high voltage letters
for the film titles. After coming back
to Berlin, I started working on a series
of circles and straight lines
electrophotographies, which later I
sent to
BUF(http://www.buf.fr/main.php),
whose members had the task to
create the film special effects.

According to me, Gaspar had thought
that vibrant electricity could have
been counterproductive, especially
for the love hotel scene, where
although there’s an excited
atmosphere, the latter is calmer and
not so much nervous. The titles
created for his film on the contrary,
were used for the long animation
sequence of Tom Kan’s title, which
opens the film and determines the
mood of the piece of work in itself.

Later, I did some experiments with
the titles. Gaspar sent me the font he
wanted to use, I cut the letters out on
a piece of cardboard and then I
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